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!OMIT OF APPEALS PASSES
0 ON PEMBROKE MURDER CASES.
far011y Ca cR  HOLLAND'SuPHEI  D E N
lathe Trials of Frank Merl 
'mother and Dick
Carney.
- 
GROUNDS FOR APPEAL.
:404. (Special to New Era)
PRANK FORT, Ky., Oct. 26 —The
Kentucky court of appeals rendered
decision today in the Pembroke
currier cases appealed from the
Christian cin.sit court.
The verdict of the lower court
.ntencing George Holland to be
langed by the neck until dead is
*held.
The cases of Frank Meriwetber and
Disk Carney, whb also received
teeth sentences, are reversed and
will have to go back to the Christian
circuit court for another trial.
. ' 
olland, Meriwether and Carney
were members of a gang of desperate
nsgroes who, it jig alleged, brutally
H11murdered and mutilated an unlden-tilled man who was sleeping by a firein some woods near Pembroke on the
night of November 14 of last year.
\CQ.ne men charged with participation
'he crime were arrested by Mar-
i Jackson anti Detective Law-
„doe Moore, and several of them
6sde confessions. At their trial,
ow Meth occurred at a special term of
the circuit court iu January shortly
,..1 after their arrest, four were sentenced
bodiath, two received life sentences
.' and cases against the others were
IteSsitinued. Charles Finch, one of
the prisoners, wee granted • new
11:1,iealkod bilk owing to the &mho° Of All legally qualified. easiastillan and Ed Moseley were. trial. On Monday last bile eases
- 
isspostact witnesses, the lommon- 
were unavoidably out
. wealth wee aot ready, and the cases
Tuesday, October 4—the day of theIIIVT. postponed until the next Feb-
general registration—or who were
sick themselves or kept at home by
the sickness of some named member
of their family may register on Mon-
day, Tuesday and Wednesday before
the November election by going to
the county clerk's office and making
affidavit to the fact.
MARSHAL J. K'. JACKSON
Who Captured the Alleged Murderers
ting the testimony of witnesses, who
claimed to have heard :the state-
ments, or alleged confessions, of part
of the defendants, to be used as evi-
dence against others who did not
seem to have heald such statements;
second, in instructing the jury the
court did not give the proper instruc-
tions according to law in regard to
accomplices; third, that the cases
were prejudiced on account of the
excitement incident to the murder
and wholesale arrests, the trial being
held as soon as possible after the ne-
gross were arrested; fourth, that the
evidence was not sufficient to justify
the extreme penalty given in the
eases.
In the case of Frank Meriwether,
it was also alleged by the defense
that he was not allowed a constitu-
tional jury as, when the panel was
made up, there were no colored men
on it.
ONE MORE CHANCE
ii•rnary term of ct...urt. Finch wall re-
turned to jail, and Moseley is out on
bond:
I Rooert 
Lander, colored, attorney
for the defense In case. against Hol-
laad, Meriwether and Carney, made
. a motion for new trials, which was
overruled, and he was given until
tbe fallowing regular term of court
to which to tile his appeal. The rea- R. L. Mobley has been appointed
' anis given for a new trial were: postmaster at Benuettatown, vice
First, that the court erred in permit- Tandy D. McGee, resigned.
411MINNOWNIMagala"MIMMI
ROYAL
eBaking Powder
Saves Heald.
FOR LEGAL VOTERS TO
REGISTER
voters who
of town on
New Postmaster.
The use of Royal Baking Powder is
essential to the healthfuln..as of the
family, food.
bock
r-, save-- health-
licy.$. PAWING. "OWOF.It c( 51W YORK.
BRIBERY WAS RESORTED TO
BY ROOSEVELT ADMINISTRATION
uarter of a Million Dollars Paid to Former President
Marroquin to EffeetThat Panama Revolution.
(Special to New, Era.)
Oct'.-IL—That the
Roatereit administration paid in
seeret $1160,0430 to Marroquin, former-
ly president of Colombia, as a bribe
to secure his cooperation to effect
the revolution which resulted in the
United States grabbing the Panama
canal zone is the sensational revela-
tion promised by the Democratic
leaders.
A documentary proof of this is
now being brought to this country
by an agent of the Democratic Na-
tional committee. He is Clarence
Smythe, who, it appears,recently in-
formed the committee to its satisfac-
tion that he could get the evidence
that the amount named was paid
over to Marroquin to bring about the
re vol ethic.
Smythe proceeded to Panama,
charged with the responsibility of
EX-PRRSIDENT MARROQUIN.
securing the documentary proof that
the Roosevelt administration did se-
cretly plan with the assistance of a
tremendous lyibe to create the revo-
lution.—Courier Journal.
IN THE PEST HOUSE
SMALLPDX PATIENTS TO
BE CONFINED.
Order Issued By Secretary
McCormack, of State
Health Board.
Tht county board of health is hav-
ing the pest house, located north of
the city-near the poor house, cleaned
and renovated, and as soon as it is
pat in condition all persons having
small pox will be confined therein.
This action is the resuq of specific
orders from Dr. J. N. McCormack,
secretary of the state board of
health. He was the recipient of
many letters from persons in this
county who alleged that the small
pox situation was serious and insist-
ed that the pest house be again es-
tablished.
The building which did service a
few years ago in the previous scare
will be used this time. It will prob-
ably be ready for occupants by the
first of next week. The members of
the county board state that they will
see ihet the order of Dr. McCormick,
in regard to having all persons with
small pox kept there until they are
recovered, is rigidly enfored.
Mrs. Wootten's Death.
Mrs. Esther Barksdale Wootton,
beloved wife of R. S. Wootten, died
at her home in LaFayette, Sunday
Oct. 23, at 1 p. m. She had been ill
for the past three mouths.
Mrs. Wootton was the eldest
daughter of Bailey M. and Clam
Hamlett Barksdale, who, with two
brothers and one sister servive. She
was born August 19, 1878, and was
married June 4, 1900, to Rufus Sin-
clair Woottten, to which union two
children were born, the eldest, a eon,
preceeding his mother to the grave
two years ago. A little daughter,
nine months old, survives with the
bereaved buthimd.
•.ThS,funerea took place at 1 o'olook
M°$ s, at the Amity
41th :sit& brilte- Roe. Mr.
Joiner. The Westmont was in the
elt"enieletr. ?torsi Minted
sent by sorrowIng friend, were very
beautiful.
GREAT BRITAIN IS AROUSED
OVER THE NORTH SEA INEIDENT
King Edward Addresses Strongly Worded Protest to Rue-
sia.—Horrible Blpnder Was Committed.
-LATEST NEWS FR SCENE OF
LONDON, Oct. 25.—Great Britain
has sent a long and urgent note to
the Russian Government detailing
the circumstances of the attack on ;
the British fishing boats in the
North sea by the Russian second Pa-
°Hie squadron. The text of the note,
has not been made public, but it is
said to contain the statement that ,
the situation is one which does not,
brook delay. Russian officials at St.1
Petersburg freely express their re-
grets, but say that no formal action
can be taken until the official report
of Admiral Rojestomsky has been
received.
Desperate Situation.
ST PETERSBURG, Oct. 26.—A
despatch received from Gen. Stoes-
sel, in command at fort Arthur,
dated Oct. 20, gives details of the des-
perate situation there. The despatch
says:
"The chief suffering among the
members here is due to lack of warm
clothing. The soldiers are manufac-
turing for themselves shoes of all
kinds of material.
"There is still an immense quanti-
ty of flour, but .inly a little horse
ni eat.
"The garrison is determined to
fight to the last man and the last
drop of blood.”
Gen. Stoessel expresses the hope'
that Gen. Europatkin will arrive in
time '03 aid them.
43,000 Losses.
ST. PETERSBURG, Oct 26 
—The
following official list of Russians
killed and wounded in the fighing at
Shahke from Oct 11 to Oct. 19 was
given out today:
Killed—One general, 237 officers
and 17,650 men.
Wounded—Three genera:8, 302 of-
ficers and 24,730 men.
Guns lost, 91; gues taken, 37.
The Russians captured 302 prison-
ers, and lost 187, taken prisoners by
the Japanese.
Croat Suffering.
MUKDEN, Oct. 25.—There has
been no resumption of fighting of a
general character on the Shahke
river. Both Russians and Japanese
are entrenching their positions. The
outposts are within 700 yards of each
other, and lees than four miles sepa-
rates the main armies. A scarcity
of fue! is causing the soldiers to suf-
fer greatly since cold weather set in.
St. Petersburg has information that
the Japanese army confronting Gen.
Kuropatkin is receiving heavy rein-
forcements fritin the Port Arthur
army and direct from Japan.
LIGHT
DRIVING
HARNESS
We have just received an elegant line of fine
light driving harness. Prices run from
$12.50 to $27.50.
Some beauties in this shipment. If you want
something extra nice come and see what we
have. ¶We also offer a strong, very servicea-
ble hand-made harness at
4 4' $13.50 4 4
Bee this if you want something extra strong.
Will make some very close prices on heavy
WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC.
We also sell Buggies
cheaper than anybody
GET OUR PRICES
BEFORE BUVING!
ROBS POSTOFFICE
BUT ONLY TWENTY
CENTS STOLEN.
Stock of General Merchan-
dise Store of John Haw-
kins Picked Over.
The postoffice at White Plains was
robbed lest Thursday night. While
only twenty cents of the govern-
ment's money was taken from the
place, 380 worth of dry goods and no-
tions were removed from the store
of John Hawkins, the postmaster.
Entrance into the building was,
according to the Madisonville Hus-
tler, gained by the thief's removing a
pane in the window at tbe rear of
the store. The geode were removed
from the shelf and the thief evident-
ly took his time in going over the
stock to secure what he moist needed.
The money drawer iu the postoffice
contained only a few cents.
It is thought it will be compara-
tively easy to catch the thief on ac-
count of the character of the goods
which he cerried away.
School Entertainment.:
The Pisgah echqol, district 13. at
Sinking Fork, will have a concert
and "pretty girl" contest. It will be
held at St. Mary Christian church,
Nov. 6th, 1901. Come and voto for
pretty girl and see her take home
the cake. Jegern Cur.host,
Teacher.
Officers Elected.
TrI, Clarksville Tobacco Board of
Trade elected the following officers
to serve during the ensuing term: J.
C. Kendrick, president; C. K.Smithj
first vice president; Jack Crouch,
second vice president; M. H. Clark,
secretary; R. S. Rudolph, assistant
secretary; W. J. Ely, treasurer; J.
K. Gold, seargent-at-arms. Commit-
tee of appeals—C. K. Smith, chair-
man, Theodore Gilson, F. N. Smith,
C. D. Runyon and E. P. Terniey.
Blopers Starrlei.
':1.3docK c4-fkri-7°4"M
/linnet; and Mite Maude Faulkner,
daughter of W. R. Faulkner, of Bern.
don, eloped to Weaver's Store, Tenn.,
and were married by the Rev. Israel
Joiner.
007 S. MAIN.
-
"
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Commissoner's
Sale.
Christian Circnit Court, Ky.
L. Yeats
against (, Equity.
S. J. Hays and S. D.Hays )
By virtue of a judgment aid order
of sale of Christian circuit court,
tendered at the September term
thereof, 1904, in the above cause. I
shall proosed to offer for sale, at the
court house door in Hopkinsville,
Ky., to Cie high. it and best bidder
at public auction, on Monday, the
7th day of November, 1904, between
the h. urs of 11 a. m. and 2 p. m.,
(being count" court day), upon a
• credit of 6 months for the land and 3
' Months for the personality the fol-
lowing described property to wit:
A certain tract or parcel of land in
Christien county. Ky., containing 48
sores, more or less, and bounded as
follows, to wit:
Beginning at an elm, T. H. Berry's
8 W isomer; thence down the drain
8141 3 poles to a large white oak;
,‘ thence S V E 18 poles to a stake,
standing at the intersection of the
Hubbard spring branch with the
main branch; thence up said
main branch, with its meanders
15'W 6 ',oleic S. 34 W 8 poles, S 19
W 18 poles to a stake in said branch
with poluters on either bank; thence
S 68 1 2 W 108 peles to a stake;
N 1 E 72 poles to a poet oak, iii John
Steel's line; thence with bis line N
68 B 118 poles to the beginning.
Also the following described per-
sonal property. to wit:
One seven year old bay mare, nam-
ed Mamie.
Also one mule to be described on
-day of Sale.
• Or soflicient thereof to produce the
sums of money ordered to be made,
ismenalling to $210.98. For the pur-
, abase price, the purchaser must (me-
ant* boad with approved surety or
sureties, bearing legal interest from
the day of sale until paid and having
'She foes and effect of a replevin
bond. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
Master Commissioner.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
Clifton Simms' guardlan,dtc )
Clifton Simms, at al. 
EquityAgainst
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian Circuit court,
rendered at the September term
thereof, 1904, in the above cause, I
shall proceed te offer for sale, at the
court house door, in ftopkinsville,
Ky., to the highest and beet bidder,
on Saturday, the 29th day of Octo-
ber, 1904, between the hours of 1 p.
in. and 2. m., upon a credit of six
.months, the following described
property, to wit:
First.—A certain tract of land in
Christian county, Ky., on the waters
of Little river, and bounded as fol-
lows, to wit:
"Beginning at stone; thence S. 14
E. 13 poles to s small post oak on the
East aide of a spring branch; theime
S. 3 W. 5*.j, poles to a stake. Wat-
kin's corner; thence with said Wat-
kins' line, E. 92 poles and 16 links to
a stone and pointers; thence N. 74'.1
E. 16 poles ti a stone on the East
side of a basin; thence N. 16% W.
61 poles to a stone and pointers in
Harripon's line; thence N. 16% W
37 poles to a stone, said Harrison's
corner; thence S. 743i W. 102 poles
to the beginning, containing 65 acres
more or less."
Second.—Also another tract or
parcel of land in the county of Chris-
tian. state of Kentucky, on the
waters of Little river and bounded
as follows, to wit:
"Beginning at three red oaks in a
line, in the line of the Miles survey;
thence with a 1110- thereof N. 1 E. 43
poles to a stake, corner to the said
Miles survey; thence with another
line thereof S. 89 W. 42 poles to a
stake with several pointers; thence
S. 1 W. 42 poles to a — — on a hill
in said Grace's field; thence g. 42
poles to the beginning, containing
eleven acres."
The above two tracts of land lie
contiguous eacti to the other and
will be sold as a whole, and for the
purpose of re-Investment.
Por the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing le-
gal interest from the day of sale un-
til paid and havifig the force and ef-
fect of a replevin bond. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
Dourreea BELL,
Master Commissioner.
THIS IS THE LIMIT.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., Oct. 22.—
Thos. S. Weather. has filed suit In
the city court of Birmingham against
the Loul.ville and Nashville rail-
road for filmoo, it being alleged in
his complaint that he was seriously
injured by inhaling tobacco smoke
on a passenger train. He claims that
other passengers were using the
baceo.
 p.
THREE NEW GIFTS
IN NEW ERA'S CREAT
FREE DISTRIBUTION.
Kodak, Dental Work and
Adding Machine Com-
plete List of 30 Prizes.
In today's :sous of the New Era,
besides the large page advertisement
giving the full particulars of the
New Era's Gift 'Distribution, ,there
appears another advertisement con-
taining a supplementary list of
premiums which have been added.
When the list were first made up it
was thought that twenty-seven
premiums was enough, hut .this was
an odd number and so many had
taken advantage of the offer and had
already placed their tickets in the
wheel that it was decided to round
the number up at thirty and inci-
dentally make three more people
happy by winning the extra prem-
iums.
In this supplementary list of prem-
iums is $6 worth of dental work to
be bad at the Louisville Dental Par-
lors, a Brownie Kodak complete
with view finder and roll of film all
ready for making pictures, to be se-
lected at the store of E. M. Moss
Co., and, third, a Locke adding ma-
chine which is a great labor and time
saver to and one who has any adding
to do. These premiums do not con-
flict with any in the original offer
sod will dinbtless prove most at-
tractive.
Never before in the history of this
city has an offer been made by any
newspaper which equals the one now
being made by the New Era. It costa
absolutely nothing for chances in the
great distribution of thirty valuable
articles which will be made on De-
cember 28. If you have not already
become fully' acquainted with the
plan and the list of premiums be
sure to read the two advertisements
which appear in this issue of the pa-
per.
Pill Pleasure.
If you ever took DeWitt's Little
Early Risers for biliousness or con-
stipation you know what pill pleas-
ure is. These famous little pills cle-
anse the liver and rid the system of
all bile without producing unpleas-
and effects. They do not gripe, sick-
en or weaken or weaken, but pleas-
antly give tone and strength to the
tissues and organs of the stomach,
liver and bowels. Sold by R. C
H ardwice
Notice to Creditors.
All persons hoidir g Calms against
estate,of J. M. P'Pool dee'd, will file
them preperly proven with me at No.
12. W. 7th St., Hopkinsville. Ky,
before Dec. 1st, 1904
th W. A. P'Pool, ad'mr.
Commissioner's
Sale.
Christiall Cirzuit Court, Ky.
E C Minor's Adnfr. et al
Against
Lizzie L. Minor et al.
F.quity.
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian Circuit
Court, rendered at the September
term thereof, 1901, in the above
aquae, I shall proceed to offer for
sale, at the court house door in Hop-
kinsville, Ky.. to the highest and
best bidder, at public auction, on
Monday the 7th day of November,
1904, between the hours of 11 a. m.
and 2 p. m. (being County Court
day) upon a credit of six months,
the following described property,
to
-wit: 119 acres of land in Chris-
tiiso county Kentucky bounded as
follows, to-wit: Beginning at a per-
simmon bush, or tree, on the road,
comes to children's 2-8ths. interest;
thence with line thereof N 80 W 138
poles to a stone in the original west
line; thence with same S 8 W 116
poles to a stone, Tandy's corner;
thence with his line S 80 E
poles to a stake; thence again with
Tandy and the read N 3 E 72 poles to
a stone; thence again with road N 86
W 68 poles to stone; thence again
with said road N 3 E 47 poles to the
beginning. Said land is sold for the
settlement of decedent's estate.
For the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap •
proved surety or sureties, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale
until paid and have the force and ef-
fect of a replevin bond. Bidders will
be prepared to comply with these
terms. Doutrees BELL,
Master Commissioner.
Cornmissioner's
Sale.
Christian Circuit Co.irt, Ky.
Annie L. Barker and others
&rosiest Equity
E. R. Perkins and others
By virtue of a judgement and order
of sale of the Christian Circuit Court
rendered at the September term
thereof, 1904, in the above cause. I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the
court house 000r, in Hopkinsville.
Ky., to the highest and beet bidder,
at public auction, on Monday, the
7th day of November, 1904. between
the hours of 11 a. m. and 2 p. m.,
(being county court MO) upon a cre-
dit of six and twelve 'months, the
following described property, towit:
A farm lying in Christian county,
Kentucky, on the waters of the west
fork of Red River and consisting of
five tracts or parcels wt ioh are de-
sot ibed as follows:
Tract No. I. Beginning at a new
corner of said E. B. Perkins in Mas-
sie's line; thence with said line S. 88
E. 47 poles to a stone kc. said Mae--
ale's corner; thence with another of
his lines 8. 38 (or 35) E. 22 ,14 poles t
a stake; thence with another of his
lines N. 673. E. 69% poles to a stone,
E. R. Perkins corner; thence across
the field S. 8 E. 88% poles to another
new corner; thence with sail E. R.
Perkins' line N. 86K. 81 roles to a
post at the end of a lane, formerly
Grinstead; thence with said line S. 3
W. 82 poles:to an old corner; thence
N. 84 E. 2% poles; thence S. IJ E. 32
pole. Massie's corner; thence -With
his line S. 82% W. 107 poles to a
st-,ne; thence 8.11 E. 70 poles ;thence
S. 80 W. 101 poles to a stone and
pointers; thence N. 10 W. 102 poles;
thence N. 10 E. 10 poles to a stone;
thence N. 10 W. 18%, poles to a stake
Ac., E. R. Perkins new corner;
thence with his line N. 87 E. 34%
poles to a stone in the field in the
line of old roadway; thence with an-
other of his lines N. 8 W. 104 poles to
a gate post; thence with andther of
his lines N. 18 W. 27% poles to a
stone N-W from cabin; thence with
another of 'nis lines N. 74 E. 6 poles
to a stone; thence N. 21 W. 80 poles
to the beginning, containing 290
acres.
TRACT NO. S. The second tract
is a tembered tract and bounded
as follows: Beginning at a
white oak, the original corner: thence
with Massie's line S 88 E 80,‘ poles
to a stake and pointers, E. R. Per-
kins' new corner; thence with his
line N 22 W 76% poles to a stone in
Barker's line; thence with his line
N 88 W 84% to a stone in Barker's
line; thence with his line N 22K 76%
poles to the beginning, containing
40% acres.
TRACT NO. 3. Beginning at a
gate post (S. B. McElwain's corner)
thence with division line (between
McElwain and Perkins) Ei .80 E 104
poles to a stake in the field in a line
of old road; thence with another of
their (McElwain and Perkins) divis-
ion line. S 87 W 34% poles to a stak 3
in the road, Barker's line; thence
with his line N 7% W 18% poles to a
rock, ER Perkins' original beginning
corner; thence with a new line N 15
E 82% poles to the beginnl g, and
containing 11 acres.
TRACT No. 4. Beginning at a
stone, an old corner t3 Barker dm,
thence with his line north 86% west
134 poles to another stone,one of Bar-
kers corners in edge of timber;
thence with his line north 88 west
44% poles to a new corner of Mary B
McElwain and John S. Perkins;
thence with a line thereof. N. 22 E.
76% poles to a stone and pointers in
Massie's line; thence with said line
S. 88 E. 134% poles to a stone near a
gate, corner to McElwain and John
S. Perkins; thence with their line S.
21 E. 30 poles to a stake near a cabin;
thence with another of their lines S.
74 W. 5 poles to a stake N-W. corner
from cabin; thence with another of
his lines 5.18 E. 27%, poles to a gate
post; thence with another of said
lines S. 8. E. 104 poles to a stone In
the field in the line of the old road-
way Ac., thence with another of his
lines S. 87 W. 34% poles to a stake in
road, Barker's line; thence with his
line N. 7% W. 1E04' poles to the be-
ginning, containing 110 acres.
TRACT No. 6. Beginning at the
original northwestern corner; thence
with Mrs. Rust and Grinstead's line
S. 3 W. 118% poles to a post at the
end of a lane, M. B. McElwain and
John S. Perkins' corner; thence
with their line S. 86W. 81 poles to a
stone in field, another corner to said
McElwain and Perkins; thence with
their line N. 3 W. 88% poles to a
stone dm, in the original west boun-
dary line; thence with said line N.
67 E. 92 poles to the beginning, con-
taining 66 acres.
Said trans will be sold in follow-
ing order: Tract No. 8 first, tracts
Nos. 1 and 2 together second, and
tracts Nos. 4 and 6 together last.
For the purchase price the purch-
aser must execute bond with approv-
ed surity or suritiee, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale until
paid acid having the force and effect
of a replevin bond. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
Master Commissioner.
WANTED HERE
FOR I MURDER.
"TISSUE PAPER" JACK
HARDISON ARRESTED.
WILL BE BROUGHT BACK
Was Captured at Pontiac
and a Pal Cave Him
Away.
(Flow Saturday's )
"Tissue Paper Jack" Hardison,
colored, who is wanted here for mur-
der has been arrested at Pontiac, DI.,
and Deputy Sheriff Jack Tate has
gone there after him slid will proba-
bly return with his prisoner tomor-
row morning Hardison was arrest-
ed at Pontiac for an alleged holdup
at Dwight, Ill., and gave his name
as Frazier. Another party was ar-
rested was arrested with him for the
same offense, who was afterward
liberated, and who told the officers
there that the eupposed Frazier had
told him he was wanted in Keutucky.
The emir then wrote Sheriff Davis
with the result that Deputy Tate is
now making the trip. Hardison at
first refused to come here without a
requisition but afterward agreed to
waive this formality.
The crime for which Hardison will
have to stand trial was committed
near Empire in this county last Feb-
ruary. AS a colored festival Hardt-1
son shot three times at a negro I
named John Carter, but the balls
missed " his intendei victim and
wounded Charles Johnson, an inno-
cent bystander, so severely that he
died from the effects the next morn-
ing.
"Tissue Paper Jack" made his es-
cape that night arid nothing further
had been heard frem him since that
time until the news of his arrest at
Pontiac was received. An indict-
merit charging him with murder was e
returned on March 3 last. Johnson, '
the negro who was killed, was an im-
portant witness in the cases against
the men who were tried here
charged with the murder of Officer
Rohr. H. Coffey, at Empire, during
the strike at the mines of the Empire
Coal & Mining conipany in 1900.
Commissioner's
Sale.
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
C W Johnston
against ; Equity
Z sekStegar and J M Starling )
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian circuit court,
rendered at the June term thereof,
1904. in the above cause, I shall pro-
ceed to Mier for sale, at the court
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
the highest and beet bidder at public
auction, on Monday, the 7th day of
November, 1904 between the hours
of 11 a. in. end 2 p. m., (beingeounty
court day) upon a credit of six
months, the following described
proper t• ,
A certain tract or parcel of land in
the southwestern portion of Chris-
tian county, Ky., on the waters of
Little river, and being the same
tract of land which was conveyed to
Zack Steger by George Steger, and
which is bounded as follows, to-wit:.
Beginning at a stake in the south
boundary line of the tract of land
conveyed to S. T. Fox by J. T. Dan-
gerfield; thence with said line S 61%
W 166 poles to a stake and pointers,
the SE corner to the 40% acre parcel
conveyed oil of said Dangerfield
'tract; thence with a line of said 40%
, acre tract N l ir, E 146 poles to a
stake in the center of a pond, corner
I to the said 40% acre tract; thence N
82% E 60 poles to a stake west of a
barn; thence S 11 W 26% poles to a
stake; thence 8 78% E 98% poles to a
1
stake, thence S 6 W 35 poles to the
beginning, containing 79 acres, more
or less.
Said land is sold for the payment
went of debts and for division.
For the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved burets, or sureties, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale
until paid and having ;he force and
effect of a replevin bond. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
DOUGLAS Rem.,
Master-Comm iseioner.
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If you want the newest, la
est, up-to-date Cravenette call
once. Nothing shown in Hopi:
kinsvilte like them
,J.1". WALL & CO
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We have on display in our show
window the handsomest line of
Pictures, at the prices we have on
them, ever offered for sale in Hop-
We melte no excuse for the ex..
tremely LOW PRICES we have on
them, neither do we limit you to
one picture. Buy all you want so
long as they last.
Hopper & Kitchen
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EVERYBODY IN TOWN
IS BUYING A
Buck's Hot Blast
Bought Yours Yet?
We want to place one in every home in this vicinity because
we know it would be a good thing for us to do. We know that each
one we do place will more than satisfy—will please and will make
you our friend. BUCK'S HOT BLAST is built on scientific prin-
ciples—does not permit the 38 per cent of gas and smoke in soft coal
to eecape up the chimney, out burns it up—tires it into fuel.
Pays for Itself Before 2 Seasons Are Over
George W. Young.
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LOOD WILL TELL.'
*takes lots of vitality, nervous force itO
ebieggth to win a race. Blood must
pun and good.
MOM good red blood • max bed
heart sad poor serves. Thinassi et
or anemia, is CORIUM is mut
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white co
the Nerves Nourished, the bead
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tim test ef time and has a wide tepee
sack as Dr. Pierce's Golden Weasel
Dissovery.
Tubs consisting of large portions of
iron or cod liver oil, do not bring
desired changes in the blood, because
DO eater tear* %doses mit
the slut, whichirrieeis
sad blood aospeselss when it does come In
costae with diem. Therefore do not allow
the dealer to insult your intelligence by
g1 
you 
 
eaZetin 
better tbsu
.1fere:'a Colden d ltiscoveT y-
71  cost of ssailitte may. sThe People's
Common Sense Medical Adviser," loo8 lame
pages, is pent free on receipt of twenty-oaa
use-cent stamps, for the paper- covered
book, or thirty-one stampe for the cloth-
bound volume. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Bailialo, N. Y. • '
Poe constipation, the tine, scientific cure
Is Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. Mild,
leertedeea, yet sure. No other pill can cone
Dare with them.
' Indigestion Causes
Catarrh of the
Stomach.
For many years It has been supposed that
Catarrh of (ho Stomach caused inctgestion
Mod dyspepsia, but the truth is exactly the
•Pposits. Indigestion canaes catarrh. Re-
, pealed attacks of indigestion inflames the
. Mous membranes lining the stomach and
elpeassthe aortae of the stomach, thus cam-
- ing 'hacienda to secrets mmin instead of
' fki *ass it natural digestion. This is
CdeGatiarrh of the Stomach.,Lerpsis Om
Nerms all I &don of the mucous
asansbnissa linIng the stomach, protects the
Ores. and Garai bad breath, sour risings.
assassin Mimeos after eating, indigo:Mos,
AM all stomach troubles.=
itakeDisegt lestcbbdis?:.cre. Sat
MOW war. ilissuist saw. St.00, Midst rg mass
the two sins. ',Wheatley 50 sues.
• • grapisred by a. 0. OsWITT &
Bold by R. 0. Hardwick
ALMOST FREE
THE
Twice.a-Week Republic
—AND—
The Modern Farmer
FOR
20 CENTS
To give every reader In this tout-
tory'all the campaign and election
news and an excellent farm Journal,
we will send upon receipt Of twenty
Dents
The Twice-a- Week Republic.
4 -Ineluding The Farm Visitor, from
sow until December 1904, and
The Modern Farmer.
A Farmer's Family Newspaper,
From Dec. 1, 1904, to Deo. I. 1906.
'Thia is an anpreeedented offer you
sninot afford to milts. Send 20 cents
aim nee sod get regularly:the rt.,:
*tee Day, tbe Campaign, the Yana
sad Haw&
Be Buie to address all mail to
The Inepubtie, St. Louis, No.
SAMPLE COPIES FREE
Where both papers are not desired
subscription, for eklitteer segisrakeig
for the terms stated above will be
accepted upon receipt of TEN
CENTS.
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Sermon
By Rev.
Prank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
are otgifitail
Inbsb 
Los Angeles, Cll.. Oct 23.—To give
congretulation to the successful and
sympathy with the sorrowing and the
distreeeed is urged by the preacher in
this serMon. The text Is Romans ill,
15. "ReJeice with them that do rejoice,
and weep with them that weep."
Perpetual segregation, isolation. gen-
eration, seclusion, voluntary exile,
were considered by Many of the an-
as necessary adjuncts to the at-
tahueent of the highest earthly de-
velopment of Christian perfection. Be-
t:Mies Christ fasted and Prayed in the
Wilderntue for forty long days many
Wedgies of _old believed that to be like
Christ they must continually live in a
wilderness, wear sackcloth and amber.
and do nothing but pray and starve
and starve and pray. They tried to
walk with God, to be like Enoeb, by
refusing to walk with their fellow
men. They tried to live with Christ by
sleeping on stone couches and shiver-
ing In damp cells and clothing them-
selves in coarse woolens, by trampling
through snows with naked feet and by
mumbling daily prayers with sepul-
chral countenances, while they refused
to smile an encouragement to the little
children playing in the street or to help
carry a heavy pack under which a
poor, tired peasant was staggering on
his way to town; hence the monas-
teries and the nuntieries and the clois-
ters and the abbeys and the priories,
Which are only a few of the many
names given to the ancient buildings
within which the monks and nuns im-
mured themselves for separation from
sinful men, of whom they did not wish
to be a part. But away back in the
time of creation God eald, "It is not
good for man to be alone." And what
God spoke to Adam, our Lino ancestor,
God is speaking to us now.
Net Good to Bo Aiello.
"Not good for wan to be alone." Yes,
we know It. We know It in spite of
the fact that the cloister has segregat-
ed some good men from contact with
the busy, anxious, sinful world. Thom-
s a Kemple was a hermit, a recluse.
Thomas a Kempie was a good man.
Within the gloomy walls of the Augus-
tinian convent of Zweite. In the dark
recesses of an ascetic'. cell, he wrote
the wonderful pages of -De Imitation*
Christi." But, though his book la a
wonderful guide to Christly life, Thom-
as a Kemple' cell is a poor place in
which a modern Christian could prac-
tice the gospel truth. 13y all odds the
best place to translate the teachings
of Thomas a liempts Is not in an as-
vetic's cell, but lu God's sweet, pure,
golden sunlight, among just such
rough, horny handed men as the fish-
ermen with whom Jesus Christ RASO-
via ted.
San Marco convent of Florence is a
,poor nursery for spiritual, life. There
Pra Angelico has drawn the students
of art to come and study his figures of
Christ which he painted upon the cold
walls nearly 600 years ago. But the
best place to be a modern Fra Angelico
and to paint Christ In the hearts of
living men is to do as Paul did on his
missionary tours. It is to do as Christ
did when talking to men. It Is to do
as your mother and father did in the
parental sympathy of a Christian
home. It Is to do as we ourselves can
do by being Christ's disciples and re-
joicing with other people lu their true
joys and worshiping with them in their
true sorrows.
Hy text teaches the same kind
of a consecrated active existence as
did a brother minister who ilved a few
years ago in a great Chicago center.
I Week thus about him because he is
now far *cress the seas, working as a
labour in foreign Gelds. After the
itee.tieorge William Wright had been
-tor some months in the Philippines
the superintendent of his old Sabbath
school of Bethlehem church was trying
to draw a verbal picture of Jeaus
(lariat. The only being he had in mind
at the time was our Saviour. During
his talk the superintendent practically
said these words: '.'Children, who am I
now talking about? Who has always
been willing to join with you In your
fun and be happy with you when you
had a right to be happy? Who has al-
ways been a friend, a loving, forgiv-
ing felon* when you have done wrong?
Who has for years gone in and out
among UR RR a gentle, kind example--
one who never did wrong, who never
spoke harshly against any one, who
was aivraym ready to lend us and to
love us? Tell me, children, who is
be?" With a mighty chorus the little
children began to rail: "I know, sir. I
know. It is )Lr. Wright. It is our old
pastor, Mr. Wright." That encomium
of these little Sunday school children
Is the best illustration I know of what
my tit means.
Vt.. fit Cbriattasi STItspatby.
Christian sympathy le a necessary
gospel attribute, in the ant place be-
cause no human power on earth does
efiso Mb to bake a'good m w 'a even
itibsdnian try to dye better at to know
that. other liver are wrapped up in his
life. "Sympathy," wrote the lexicog-
rapher, "La literally a fellowship with
others .in 'their various conditions of
Joy or of grief." It lath. power which
a Christian man has of putting his
hand throeigh autieetee
"Old lealknelyemore JAM taws:li
thisylw
It • py I
On are 1)-
sad
0-friend, you must be vefil Amegto
how you live. In one genie' you ere
etictly in the place of iovoinotitie
engineer who has a long train of
coaches attached to his engine's ten.
tier, If your true arm fails, then other
lives besides your own lutist suffer on
account of your weakness." When
Christian sympathy speaks thus au av-
erage man will suddeulY stop and say
to himself: "M'hat: Does any one care
for me? is my life an important factor
In other lives? If this be true, I must
be careful where my feet go, how I
laugh, how I cry stud what I do. My
life is not an independent entity. My
spilled blood will stain other garments
hesidem my own."
The dependence of other lives upou
our lives - not this realization a
mighty ruifeguard against a man run-
ning into needless physical dangers an
well as spiritual? The other day a
sailor rowed you out into the Wang or
bay to take you fishing, There was a
strong breeze blowing beyond the point
of jutting rocks which protected the
bay, but the ash were jumping every-
where, and the temptation to go was
very great. But no sooner did you ob-
serve the "crankiness" of the sailboat
toward stitch you were rowing and in
which you were to sail than you turned
to your companion and said: "1 am
not going out today. That boat is not
safe. It is leaking now." Why were
you not willing to go? Are you any
more of a coward now than you were
ten or fifteen years ago, when you
would have jumped Into that boat
without fear? Oh, no, not that. No
one could charge you with being a
coward. Personally you would just
as lief run the risk now as you did
fifteen years ago, but DOW you have a
wife and children, which was not so
fifteen years ago. Now you have ()th-
ere dependent upon you. Now you
cannot afford for their sakes to need-
lessly risk your life.
Why They Were Reckless,
"What kind of soldiers are the most
reckless?" was one day asked Lord
Kitchener, the British general of the
Boer war. Without any hesitation he
answered: "Bachelor soldiers. Not that
they are at heart braver, but when a
man has a wife and children depend-
ent upon him for daily bread he guards
his life ntore carefully on their ac-
count and does not run into any useless
dangers." Now, my friends, when a
true father be careful not to run into
physical d.:ngers, fearing he may de-
prive his wife and children of their
daily bread, is not a man by the same
law of reasoning the more unwilling to
run into spiritual dangers and tempta-
tions if he realizes that the joys of oth-
ers, in a spiritual sense, are wrapped
up in his own joys and that sorrows
in other lives will be caused by his
sins? Lord Bacon, in one of his match-
less essays, once said, "After a man
marries he surrenders Into the hands
of success his wife and children as
hostages." By that Lord Bacon meant.
"Every man who is married is handi-
capped in the race of life." Ile meant
that a man becomes timid when he hag
a wife and children. In the crises of
life, when success Is won by the man
who cards everything into the scale,
the married man hesitater; because lie
Is af,raid to risk the future of his wife
and children. But he overlooked the
fact that his love for his family will
keep hint from running foolish risks.
So when a man enlarges his circle and
makes the welfare of others his con-
cern he has au inspiration to a better,
truer, nobler life. Ile shrinks from
wrongdoing because he knows that he
will injure others by his example. The
ascetic has only himself to consider,
but the man who has entered into oth-
er men's Joys anti sorrows knows that
his fall or his goad life may affect the
lives of others.
What the Scripture means.
But how is Christian sympathy to
enter truly into the existence of an-
other's life', Find, my text says, "Re-
joice with them that do rejoice." Do
you know what that means? Why, the
Interpretation Sr simple enough to un-
derstand. It means when you see an
old school friend -getting ahead in life,
when 'you see a brother succeeding at
the law or in medicine or in the pulpit,
when you see a sister living in a finer
house than yours or driving in a car-
riage while you walk, or when you
know that your brother-in-law is able
to take his family and children to the
country to get back the flush of health
to their pale cbeeioi, while you cannot
afford to go. that you trona not be jeal-
ous of their successes. If you are a
minister -and you hear of another
church holding a great revival and
gathering In new converts by the
scores, you are to go to the minister of
that church with a warm, loving gos-
pel handshake and say: "Brother, I
congratulate you! We are praying for
you nod the great good you are doing.
May God bless your new members and
make them mighty agents for Christ!"
It means that if you are a candidate
for some office and another is elected
to the presidency of that society in
your stead then you are to pitch in and
work just as hard for the successful
outemne of your successful rival's ad-
ministration Ha you would have work-
Psi for your own, and, furthermore, not
only work just as hard for the new
man, but be just RR happy in his suc-
cesses as you would have been in your
own BIRTESses.
"Oh," says some one, with a quick
gasp, "I did not know this text inealat
as much as that. That is pretty bitter
medicine for an average disciple to
swallow. , I cannot understand how
George 13. McClellan would feel very
kindly toward Major General Burn-
side, who superseded him after the
• oc, Antietam. Neither is it nat-
usliti-ffori, a Seward 'hr (Chase to Ito
slith c over os kissnon ofist
a Of cods* have'etb
'reit, big heeded, noble M•11:
pussto ' bardignsliOd 88d,
monk who were ready
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*eau* rild lietoixick swag Min Adams
tad 40lie and Joseph Warren and Win-
Bt for the most part, mien work
best in any great cause when individ-
ually tbey are working foe themselves.
It is not natural for a young lady at a
reeeption to be particularly pleased
when most of the young trieu are boy-
s-ring about her rival's chair as a
smarm of bees might circle about a
flower. Neither is it natural
,r:Illy .one to truly rejoice in another's
• e4s when that success In one sense
'Jai to undermine his own success,"
ea, any friend, you are right. It is
cit natural for a sinful man to "re-
joice with those that do rejoice." But
the gospel of Jesus Christ can make
what is unnatural for sinful man nat-
ural for a redeemed man. "The hard-
est act of life is to get any man to be
willing to completely sink his individ-
uality In a cause," once wrote General
Samuel Armstrong, the founder and
first principal of the Hampton insti-
tute. "It is comparatively easy to get
rich men to endow a scholarship or to
erect a building or to do this or that
for which their names will be known
far and wide, yet It is almost impossi-
ble to get any man to give his money
to help out the ordinary running ex-
penses of it college, which have to be
met and must be met right away."
Difficult, is it, to rejoice with a man
when he rejoices and to help on his
success? Yes, but I believe the grace
of the Lord Jesus Christ is even able
to accomplish that wonder, and it can
accomplish it, 0 man, in your heart,
so that you can go to your successful
brother and say: "Brother, give me
thy hand. / rejoice with you in your
success. How Can I help that success
to become greater?"
Why Not Rejoice!
And why should you not rejoice in
your brother's success? When does
your brother need your true help and
friendship more than when he is scor-
ing a success? Is not the time of suc-
cess just the time when he is most apt
to be thrown off his guard and destroy-
ed by evil temptations? Is not that
the critical moment when the Satanic
tempters are ready to scrape and fawn
about him, as the seductive young flat-
terers did about Rehoboam when he
went to Mechem to be crowned, as
they did about young King Charles II.
after the English restoration, as they
did about poor Louis XVI. when he
came to the French throne only a
lad twenty years of age? Do you
not feel that your successful brother
needs your affectionate and hearty co-
operation in this his hour of success
rather than your sneers and your oppro-
brium? it, is almost time for you to
cease sitting around anti sulking be-
cause of his victories. Do not try to
undermine his usefulness by pulling
down the temple of fame which he has
reared, even as Samson pushed against
and cracked the pillars which tumbled
the roof of the temple of Dagon down
upon the skulls of the screaming and
crouching Philistines.
If a brother needs your help in time
of success, does he not also need you
all the more "to weep with him when
he weeps?" Does he not need you to
come to his sympathetic aid when all
the world seems black and when it tru-
ly seems, on account of his wrongdo-
toga, that he can never become a no-
ble man again? Does he not need your
help when, floundering in the quick-
sands of sin, he seems to be deserted
by God and man alike and to be only
the sport and plaything of devils?
And does he uot also need your help
when. In the awful hours of blist,k
temptation, he is about to yield as well
as in the black hours of remorse after
he huts done wrong?
If a man who has done wrong or is
about to do wrong needs your help,
how much more does a woman in her
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hours of trial? I always bad a great
deal of sympathy for the prayer of
that woman who said, "0 God, keep.
me from going over the precipice of
sin, for If my feet ever leave the path
of virtue even thou canst not bring
me back to the straight path again."
And yet how many women theta are
today being torn and lacerated by the
thickets of sin who could be brought
back to live honest, pure, true, respect-
able lived if only the Christian men
and the women in the name of Chrkt
would go forth to bring them back:
The beginning of my text opens amid
the shouts and gay laughter of the
merrymakers. It ('louses with the sobs
anti moans and the groans of breaking
hearts. Brother, sister, will you today
In the name of Christ "weep with
those that weep?" Will you stretch
forth the broad, strong, loving hand of
rescue and say, "Brother, sister, In the
name of Jesus Christ, give me thy
hand, and I will help thee up to God,
up to a heavenly and an earthly res-
cue?" Will you do this for Christ?
Will you "weep with those that weep"
and help others, no matter how far
astray their sinful feet may go or are
about to go?
A Practical Test.
"Yew," answers some one, "from this
day I promise to help all those In dis-
tress that I can." You do? Well, then,
let me put that resolve to a practical
test. At a large religious gathering in
the east where a collection was about
to be taken up for famine stricken
Ireland that big hearted philanthro-
plat William E. Dodge arose and said:
"Gentlemen. we have been bearing
some wonderful speeches about this
famine. Some of us have been crying,
some praying. Now I want to Out yotir
gospel sympathy to a practical test.
What Ireland needs Is bread, bread,
bread, bread, bread! In order to buy •
that bread my sympathy is worth jut,
WO. Whet is your sympathy worth?"
As William E. Dodge put his sympa-
thy to a practical test I Want to put
your sympathy to, the same kind of .8
test You pay ass Christian man, "By
the grate of God I will shrews help
Oats who seed, blip.* olfirik bare is W
consjpt.list litsippadidsso WAsaftt
'
can get, DK .4t trouble - eannot
get any work to do.. All earth and hell
seem in be arrayed against his living
an holiest life. A few mogtha ago. dur-
ing his confinement. he thought and
dreanits1 over the happy days if his
past life. While he thought anti dream-
ed the pit lure of his old.hume trans-
formed ids prison cell into the oid nurs-
ery. Be wits !souping tand playing
again with lilt brothers and slaters.
There he altw again the old folks, now
asleep In the family plot. There was
the old Inornow In which lie used to
play and wrestle. Yea, there was the
same old haymow in which the hens
used to hide their eggs and then cackle
over the Joke. There was the old
'church in which Melted to squirm and
twist and fall asleep when the good
old minister would forget when to stop
In his preaching. And there was the
old village postodice where the neigh-
bors came to bid him goodby when, in
the old, rickety stage, he left the vil-
lage and started forth to find work in
the large town,
A, he dreamed in that cell the re-
pentant tears Caine flowing from his
eyes. He then and there made up his
mind to lead a good, true, honest, pure
Christian life and at last to be buried
In the old family plot at the feet of his
father and mother. But, though he is
now free and wanting to be an honest
man, what chance has he? Every door
of business is Mut easiest him. Too
few places for honest men. For Mtn
no room, no room. The other day he
applied for work as a coal heaver.
When about to be employed a roue)
workman stepped forward and said
to the owner of the yard: "Mister, I
would not hire that man if I were you.
He has just finished a sentence in the
penitentiary." With that the employ-
er turned and said: "Out of this yard,
you scoundrel! My °ince is no reform-
atory!" Trying to be 'honest, who will
give him a chance? Pray God he may
not give up. Tomorrow you may set
him. What, then, will your sympathy
be worth?
went is Your sympathy Werth!
Here Is ii poor, weak sewing girl
struggling on to make an honest living
and to live right. But, try on hard as
she will, in her weakened physical con-
dition she CUD make but $8 a week,
and that Is just 50 cents less than she
can live upon. Oh, what an awful
life! No sounds are heard in that
room save the continual scratching@ of
her needle, the sighs of a crushed heart
or the low, hectic cough of a diseased
lung. Sewing for others while she has
hardly a rag of her own. All well
enough for you to talk about the bolt-
nees of virtue. You have your three
good meals a day. But tomorrow, when
you ask her to make you a new dress
or you see her going down the street
in her faded shawl, what will your
sympathy be worth?
Here is a street urchin, just as good
a boy as yours, and if be had any
chance he would make Just as good it
man. But what chance has be? The
kindest word he ever recell ed was a
curse. No another save a drunkard;
no father save a felon; no school save
sin; no literature save an obscene pi-
tonal. Where did he spend last night?
In a low Bowery theater, the ticket
bought by pitching peonies.
Lind winter when one of these boys
was shivering upon a street corner of
out, of the eastern cities stall a little
newsboy turned to another street arab
and said: "Jim. dey say tier Is a God.,
I'm hungry, Jim. Pm cold. I don't
know where to g,). And, Jitn, I don't
care for any God dint don't care for
me." Tomorrow such a boy will try
to sell you a morning newspaper.
I What will theu your gospel sympathy
be worth? Oh, my friends, Christ
!came into the world to "weep with
these that weep.' • He came to save
the lost sheep. not Ouse safe within
the fold. Ise ye like Christ. Go out
into the highways and the hedges and
compel them to come in. Flue churches.
i will not do it. Missionary subecrip-
tionm will not do it. But by the help
, of the Holy Spirit Christian men and
, women can do it, who in a plain, p'rac-
deal way will share the joys and the
sufferings of others and thereby, by
the help of God, bring those sinners
back with them to the Master's feet.
1 There Is no picture on earth more
beaotiful than that of a Christian, by
the Holy Spirit inspired love of Chris-
tian sympathy, trying to bring lost
souls to JP4125 Christ. There Is a beau-
tiful legend told of Zaccliaeus when he
had become old and feeble. He, still
lived in the ourskirtm of Jericho. Ev-
ery morning he would go off alone for
a walk and remain away two or three
hours and then would come back mil.
lug and happy. Ile would never tell
any one is-here he went. But one
morning his wife followed him. Then
she saw her old husband go to the old
sycamore tree made inernorah,le by Ms
history. He kissed it. He caressed it.
Be watered It. Ile plucked up the
weeds about it. When his wife asked
him Why he was doing this the old man
answered: "Why, do you not know, my , Tickets and particulars:as to Spec Idear? This is where I first saw Him. title rates, limits and train time of
This Is where Ile called to me, 'Zac-
chaetts, make haste and come down!'"
Ah, that is a beautiful legend. But
It is not to me the most beautiful story
I have heard about Zacehaeus. The
moat beautiful fact I know about the
publican Is not that he caremsed and
kissed a tree, but that after his con-
version he was ready to do anything
and everything to serve Christ among
pinful men. When Zaccbaeus said,
"Behold. Lord, the half of Any goods
give to tho poor," I know that Zac-
chaeus at once went forth to "weep
with those that weep." I know that
at ones he had an unquenchable de-
sire burning within him to bring all
classes to the feet of him whom be
Called Saviour.
Oh, my friends, will not you and 1
have this holy dada, burning *frit*
BO Will We hot Ifresto hi* the hip
Py Ai* taeltreabief alike twairtett
1 Alleit la Hopper Block upstairs
Pig: Poor= Soak.
KENTUCKY
' liposial attention to cameo :in
Illinois Central R. R.
BEST OF TRAIN SERVICE.
With Dinning.Buffet-Liorary Sleep-
ing and Reclining Chair Cars on
through trains direct to the
World's Fair
Tickets account of the fair.twitb .
15 Days. 60 Days, Dec15
limit, at greatly reduced rates.
aunts/ Wood. Woid
Iluntzrered=W 8
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MOEN 5 1551E0
FOR REUNION OF CON-
FEDERATE VETERANS
•
Will Moot Nov. I I at Nome.
—Plans For an Enter-
tainment.
:The fullowing order has been is-
seed for the annual reunion of Con -
Melees Veterans, November 11 and
Pewee Valley being designated us
the time and plane for the gathering:
„'The State annual reunion of the
Hentuoky Division,U. C. V., is here-
by called at the Confederate Home,
U Pewee Valley, for November 11,
180e, at 11 o'clock a. m. The general
'1111111inianding was directed to call
this meeting at such time as would
suit the convenience of the camps.
This call has been delayed by the de
sire to have the new buildings at the
hems completed before the assembly
of the members of the state reunion.
The commonwealth of Kentucky,by its superb generosity, has provid-
ed the necessary means to build an
Infirmary and to provide all conven-N
Mimes and comforts for these infirm
'and aged veteran., and it was be-
lieved that., to see these buildings
eadoisted and furnished and the
home refitted, it would be the source
Iff profound gratification to the Con-
, federates throughout the state.
With these new additions the Ken-
Snaky Confederate Home stands at
the forefront of sash institutions la
She South, audit
 is of necessity itlateres Of gratification to know that
IlEffetasky bas made such liberal pro.
, Meta to give her sons who wore thefray all that appreciation and velar
wild demand in their declining
rare.
.The governor has consented to be
Mama on this wooden, and formal
effereises will be bad in oorneetion
With the opening of the new Infirm-
tery and other buildings.
- All Confederates, whether mem-
;st•*'
,
bers of the association or not, are ur-
gently re.juested to come and unite
In this auspicious and happy cere-
mony, and the Daughters and Sens
everywhere are also urged to be pres-
ent so t' they may join with the
veterans in making this occasion de-
lightful and pleasing.
In connection with this reunion it
will be necessary to elect a com-
mander or the state division, and
also commanders for the four brig-
ades which exist under the state or-
ganisation. The whole state is en-
titled to 1811 votes.
The camps are requested to ap-
point delegates. if they have nut *1.
reedy been elected, upon the basis
of the representation at tho Neon-
villa reunion, and all information esSo the number of delegates from
each camp can be secured by appli•
eation t3 the adjutant general atLouisville, Ky. By order of
BENNETT H. YOUNG, commend-
Sr.
W. A. MILTON, Adjt. Gen.
—
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A Neriplass Child.
A weak and puny child is badlyhandicapped in the battle of life. It
Is isolated from the healthy enjoy-
Meats of its little fellow-beings. It
tan not partake of either of their
play or their sturdy work and prog-
ress in the world; its whole life is
embittered by incapaelty and weak-
ness.
Any woman who expects to becomesmother ought to know what Dr.Pismo', Favorite Preserirtion willdo both for her own health and safe-
_ _ ty during her time of trial and also
' be bears her in bliquesthiag a fairInseenre of health and strength tothe prospective little one.
Kentuckians in The lisrvics.
A senses bulletin just issued showsthat 867 Kentuckians are employed inthe government service in Washing-ton.
Patel kidney and bladder troubles
' ma always be prevented by the useof Foley's Kidney Cara.
For Representative.
James R. Rash, of Earlington, is a
candidate in the Democratic primary
fbr representative of Hopkins coun-
ty in the next general assembly.
Promoted by Shampoos of
And light dressings of CU11CURA.
the great Skin Cure and sweetest
of emollients.
This treatment at once stops fall-ing hair, removes crusts, scales, anddandruff; destroys hair parasites,
soothes irritated, itching surfaces,
stimulates the hair foMa., loosens
the scalp skin, supplies the roots
withengy and nourishment, and
makes the hair grow upon a sweet.
wholesome, healthy scalp, when all
else fags.
Mid Ilusuigheattk• zworld. Ostiea Ow, (Ma-gma, No., limpfsa% as.. la Arm Cliodolate C
ClIggittralikniesrl is :11amd."6„.11CoiCk=Ave. brae aim Selosestoss eau seestess - es.
The Republican Drees is exploiting
a table which shows that the tax on
hard drinks paid the entire cost of
the military establishment in 1904
They can't win any temperance votes
in that way.
.Foley's Honey and Tar positively
mires all throat and lung diseases.
Refuse substitutes.
01111THECHAIRMAI
WAS PRESENT AT PRE-
CINCT CONVENTIONS,
Farmers Could Not Leave
Carnival Long Enough to
Attend Meeting.
'the call for precinct conventions
to take action in the matter of or-
ganizing tobacco growers was not
answered Saturday by the farmers
of the five Hopkineville precincts.
The formai request for the meeting
was issued by the county commit-
tee, and 'Squire S. G. Buckner was
designated to call the convention for
the five local precincts to order at
the court house Saturday afternoon
at two o'clock. 'Squire Buckner was
present promptly on time and was
prepared to receive signatures to the
constitution and by-laws, but the
street fair proved too seductive to be
resisted, and the farmers saorificed
business for pleasure. What further
effort will be made te get the grow-
ers together is not known.
Reports from the rural districts in-
dicate, according to the Clarksville
Star, that a good majority of the to-
bacco planters are signing the con-
'Mutton of the Dark District Tobac-
co Planters' Protective Assoolation,
showing tbat they are In entire sym-
pathy with the movement recently
inaugurated which has for its pur-
pose more equitable prices for the
tobacco product of the Clarksville
dark tobacco district. The indica-
tions are that the seventy per cent.
of the crop required to be pledgedbefore the constitutiou of the Associ-
ation becomes operative, will be se-
cured after the canvass of each coun-ty in the dark belt, which is now in
systematic progress, has been com-pleted. This seems to insure the suc-
cess of the anti-trust movement
among the planters of Tennessee and
Kentucky.
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CHAT About Peopleand Things.
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ONE OS THE dalhtest booklets
I've seen lately is "The Cynic's Cal-
endar of Revised Wisdom for 1904,"
which the Cortes Cigar company, of
fitsseachsh--it'e worth this ed—is issu-
ing. Oliver Herford, Ethel Watts
Munsford and Addison Metzer are
the nuntributors and ,here are some
of their remarks:
"God gives us our relatives. Thaok
God we can choose our friends."
Now. isn't that precious?
"Many are called, but few get up."
"People who love in glees houses I
should pull down the blinds."
"Chosisteney, thou art a mule."
"Displays are dangerous."
"A tool alio his honey are soon
mated.''
"As you sew, so must you rip."
"A lie in time saves nine."
"A thing of duty is annoy forever.
Matri-ineney is the root of all evil.
"There's many a sip 'twist the cup
and the lip."
"A little widow is a dangerous
thing."
"Absinthe makes the heart grow
fonder."
POSt WHEELBR WHO has writ-
ten literally thousands of clever sen-
tences like these in his "Reflections
of a Bachelor," a quarter of &column
of which be penned day after day
for years in addition to his leaders
in the New York Preis, once told me
that nothing was easier.
"I have a sort of neck for grinding
'em out," be said, "but anybody
who will take the time can do it."
Suppose you try it.
ELBERT HUBBARD SHARPENS
modern saws with expertness and if
you want to see some good ones drop
in at Elgin's and look at the little
slips Ed Gaither, who is an ardent
admirer of Fre, Eibertus, has pasted
above his desk. These are a few of
his collection:
"Never explain; your friends don't
require it, and your enemies won't
believe you, anyway."
"Secrete are things we give to oth-
ers to keep for us."
"Fit yourself for the best society—
and then keep out of it."
"Why others say of me, matterslittle. What I myself say and do,
matters much."
"If you suffer, tbank God! It is a
proof that you are alive."
"Don't talk about what you would
do if you were some one else—just
show what you can do yourself."
"A lazy man is of no more use than
a dead one—and takes up MON
room "
"Requisites for an all 'round edu-
cation are: Ambition, Aspiration,
Application, Respiration, Perspira-
tion.
GEORGE ADE'S production scin-
tillate with smart sayinge.One of the
speeches in "The Sultan of Sulu,"
which always provokes chuckle, Is
made by the sultan, who, in intro-
ducing his various wives, drawls
out: "Now this woman is a charter
member of my family. She ie good,
very good. Sometimes," pensively,
"I fear she is too good to be true."
LAST SUNDAY'S IMPRESSION
of the New York Telegraph contains
a fetching picture of Mrs. fimmalyn
Prewitt Lookey as "Paola, a Soldier
of Fortune" in "King Dodo," which
is having a metropolitan revival.
Wm. Lackey has relatives and many
friends here. She is achieving a fine
scumss on the stage. Last season
she had a leading part in Lula
Glaser's "Dolly Varden."
IN THE PADUCAH News Dem-
ocrat a writer says: "Now wasn't it
a shame about Dr. Lackey resign-
ing? Makes me think of the old
woman who died. The preacher
called to console with the bereaved
husband. "Was she resigned to her
fate," asked the minister. "Resign-
ed, h-1, man; she had to be," an-
swered the inconsolable husband.
- Lion C"
States
of AMeriCA
The greatest nation in the world is
the greatest consumer of coffee.
Lion Coffee
I. tbe standard beverage of every
state and territory of the Union.
It's pure—that's why.
12:nisstiaatatittzetizialoc..
IF PERSONAL elk
(From Monday's Daily)
Miss Kate Crenshaw, of Cadiz, is
visiting Miss Kate Quick, on Ninth
street.
Miss Louise Nouree has returnedfrom St. Louis.
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Crenshaw werein the city last evening en route fromSt. Louis to their home IR Cadiz.
Mr. A. O. Bush, of Louisville,
spent yesterday in the city.
Mr, and Mrs. John P. Prowse, Jr
are spending a few days in Louis-
ville.
Messrs. Will Glass, John G. Ellis,
Frank McRae and A. W. Wood have
returned from a week's camp at Tay-lor's Bluff in Trigg county. Mr. J.
E. McPherson and Dr. PrestonThomas spent A day in the camp.
Dr. Howe Wallace has returnedfrom Louisville.
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Sargent have
returned from Chicago where they
attended the stockholders' meeting
of the Illinois Central railroad.
Mr. H. M. Dalton, of Princeton,
Mo., is in the city.
Mr. William. H. Cummings, Jr.,has returned from St. Louis.
Misses Katie and Lottie McDaniel
and Mary Walker have gone to St.
Louis to see the Louisiana Purchase
exposition.
Rev. Dr. Charles Harris Nash is
at the World's Fair.
MilISPIS Daisy Wilson and Nettie
Baker, of Trigg county, returnedhome yesterday after a visit to Mrs.
M. J. Underwood.
Mrs. Hattie Scales Is in Cle-rkeville
visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Martin are atthe World's Fair.
Mrs. Mabel Page has returned toher home at Elkton.
Mies Ella Keeling has returned toher home at Nortonyille, accompa-
nied by Miss Aurora Roger'., who
will visit her.
Mr. Charles Odom Prowse spentyesterday in Elkton.
Mrs. J. C. McCain will leave this
afternoon for Cincinnati, where she
will join her husband and accom-
pany him to New York, where they
will spend his vacation.
••=0.
Foley's Honey and Tar always
stops the cough and heals the lungs.
Refuse substituthe.
IISTRICT ME INC
WILL BE HELD IN HOP-
KINSVILLE.
Teachers of the Pennyrile
Region Will Cather Here
November 26-26.
President C. E. Dudley, of Pem-
broke, has issued the following cir-
cular letter addressed to the teach-
ers of the Second District Educa-
tional Aseociation of Kentucky:
You are doubtless aware that the
time drews:near for our annual meet-
ing, which will take place at Hop-
kinaville, Ky., November 85-28. Our
last meeting at Madisonville was a
decided success. hut it is our pur-
pose to make our coming meeting
the best in the history of the associ-
ation. Will you not help in the mat-
ter? Many of you were unable to at-
tend the Kentucky Educational As-
sociation this year, why not makeup
for the loss by attending the Second
District meeting.
A splendid progiain i. being ar-,
ranged. The best talent in the dis-
trict will take part, and every phase
of school work will be represented.
State Sup't. Jas. H. Fuqua will be
with us and have a prominent place
on the program. Besides, there is
other outside help promised. For
Friday night we expect to be able to
introduce to you a man of national
rei utation in educational work, one
worth coming to hear.
The railroads have granted a one
and one-third fare, certificate plan,
for persons paying more than a 76ofare. This makes it important to
you to bring a good delegation to in-
sure the rate, granted only for fifty
tickets. We ought to have twice
that number. Begin now to plan and
pueh the demands of the association.
The teachers of Horkineville and
Christian county have organized to
give you a hearty welcome. Noth-ing will be left undone to make the
meeting a success. Programs givingfull information will be ready fordistribution by October 26.
Begin now to talk up the Second
District meeting.
C. E. DUDLEY, President.
Several bundted Ilfe-preservers,
sold to the U. S. government by a
firm in Camden, N. J., have been
found to contain an iron bolt six
inohee long ha each,-consealed with-
in the compressed cork block. This,
of course, because iron is • good deal
cheaper than cork by the pound.
Avarice seems to have touched the
bottom in such tampering with hu-
man life and there ought to be a law
providing that such miscreant*
should be hanged. How many load-
ed life-preservers are on our steam.
boats?
-
Take Ad easily? Thro.a:
tender? Lungs weak? Any,
relatives hove consumption?
Then a cough means a great
Cherry
Pectoral
deal to you. Follow yot:rdoctor's advice and takl
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. 7:
heals, strengthens, prevt.)tc
For Croars I have Aspen/lea on AiCherry Pectoral for °ought •o•Iknow R Nrestlt strenfrthens weak 111141f • "kaa. P. AL. ROBINSON,
I5tu„55o..1110/. r. ciroI d a't'. for
Weak Lung..
ye?. Pills increase the activity t• Over, and dna aid recitsee.*
—
PERILS OF LAND ANDSEA.
Captain Willnef's 'Remarkable Es-
cape Shows What to do in Time
of Trouble.
For many years, Captain Winner,says the Times of Gloucester, Mass.,was one of the best known seamenin the Gloucester fleet. Catarrhaltroubles with which be suffered forfifteen years, made him dread thenights at sea, being unable to liedown and sleep on account of theconstant catarrhal dropping.
Captain Winner went to two dit-ferent hospital, for treatment, butcould get no lasting benefit. He coo- "hsteady raised yellow and gree0phlegm and his trouble became sounbearable and nauseating that bewas ashamed to go out in company. ,When despairing of ever getting se-lief, his wife purchased a Hymnist toutfit for him, and trying it befits "
_going. to bed, -be enjoyed the sms!whole night's sleep for ten years.Captain Willnef says "I have usedless than two bottles of Elyeesel andhave been cured by the remedy."Hyomei kills tbe germs of catarrhand makes lasting and permassent'cures- L. L. Elgin sells Hyoznel an-der personal guarantee to refund themoney if it does ;not give quick re-lief. 
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NO DOUBT
NEW YORK, Oct. it—The Na-
tional Democratic Committee issued
a formal statement concerning the
political situation. It says that a
thorough and systematic canvass
VAS made of the states which were
considered to be doubtful, and the
conclusions were based upon kat
canvass. All differences in Demo-
°ratio ranks are settled, says the
committee, and tbe organisstion is
complete. The States of New Yet*,
New Jersey, Connecticut, Maryland,
Delaware, West Virginia and Indi-
ana are said to be lure to east their
electoral votes for the Democratic
ticket.
Bankrupt Public Said
District Court of the United StatesWestern Distict of KentuckyIn the :natter of
JOHN H. GLOVER In Bankruptcvbankrupt
NOTICE OF SALE.
•.•
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale rendered before 3.1. Landes, Referee Is Beakrupoy, isabove styled eeewd1, about 11 a. m., AT THE 00118T HOUSE DOOR IN HOPKINEWILLR, OhrlikCounty, Kentucky, On
\Monday, Nov. 7th, 1904Being County Omni day, offer for sale at Public Outcry to the highest and best bidder, on a end" of alemonths, the purchaser to execute bond with good security for the purchase pries, bootleg six per out utteredfrom date of sale the following described real estate:
THAT TRACT OF LAND
on which John H. Glover now resides, near Herndon, about 12 miles 'oath of 110Pkinveine, MIMI& wilt*Kentucky, on the Dover and Palmyra wads, and bounded as follows,,,: Beginning at a make
 
0,E wawa a1094 sore survey land oft for E. Champlin and wife, theses with a line of said 1004 sae covey N. 4 W. SOpoles fa & stake, another oonser of said survey, thanes N. 894 E. 2021pole• to-it bleak jaek slump neei I. De-vie's (epos, thence with said Davies line B. 287 poles to 8 black jacks. corner to the tract of land occupied byT. mannington, thence 884 W. 96f poles to the beginning, containing 308 acres more or lees.The purchaser will be required to promptly comply with the terms of sale.
J. D. RUSSELL, Trustee
For John H.Olover, Bankrupt.
-
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MEDICINE?-
. IT COSTS You COMM TO INFUTIO4TIL
illy:T=,1. l0a se who doe; not need •L
The symptoms of Liver Complaint are
we known to every one, such as coned-
, ' patian, dyspepsia, loes of appetite, sleep-! 'dolmens, headache, a tired feeling' and
y others of a Mailer nature.
sande die annually by not heeding
warnings of nature.
ny acquire some chronic 'disease
which they never recover.
limy of these could be spared for years
t usefulness, by keeping in the home
The reliable remedy.
'We believe that we can convince any4
-minded person that there is no bet-
remedy for the Liver known, than
!, Timelier's Liver and Blood Syrup.
The formula is known, consisting of:
Actin, Hydrangea, Mandrake, Yellow
Kk, Dna a:didtisirilieSoarfearrillai,uta.Gentiy.aa,ou
just what you are taking. How
. ik, =say other formulas of a liver medicine
"' are published? Ask your druggist about
tads. 'A is already prepared and Can be
" immediately.
le strength is extracted in the most
I manner, certain]," superior to any
red preparation known. (We also
a Liver Medicine inpow
feem, with will* anj theggintcan
'amply you, but this, like all other dry
, Liver Medicines requires preparation.)
Dr. Thecher's Liver and Blood Syrup
pleasant to take, does no' lose its
. otreloilth, as Liver Medicine in dry form,
and will keep in any climate.
. Your doctor, however skillful, could
be nothing better.
Tliere is no oppcstunit7 for • doctor
ID make a mistake in writing a prescrip-
tion, 
in. compounding the seine, (besides a
or • dnigniclark to make a mistake
doctor's bill an the coat of the medi-
cine.) You can be absolutely sure of the
proportion being in every dose.
Dr. Thscher's Liver and Blood Syrup
as been used with the greatest confi-
"ce and success in thousands of homes
years, and is prepared by a phar-
of 25 years' experience, in a labo-
equipped with the most modern
for the most perfect safety.If=do owl esuleadowd your atm%iar • hap esompl• _beta* aid
Meeker's Mosith Pools." Me*/Yr adlaia. We amply ark Ma.
.044741. ad ase worms*. WI know what
POPP IAMB IT ALL Diudiezars.
10 orma oaf $1.004.5Actilit MEDICINE CO.
Chattanooga. Tana_
,bItshed
fikria"Paasialtll recant.
le Great Business Training
• School of Louisville
Offers the latest and best
ethods, and the most i corn-
course of study in
k
•
%wawa- Morehead, To/pewit'-
1n5 eon steer treadles
pertitialog to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
, Able and experlenoed teachers.
,Sollool open the entire year.
' <Dodson may enter at any time.
'411Gd.NT CATALOGUE FREE
E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
I. Coy. Ili and Walnut Ste.
Louisville, Ky.
hlineropGraves,
„4110k1isvil1e Lime Works
• wants to BELL you
Vail, OIMDVIRO, '
' ROCK and DIRT.
' also BUY ,
itOD 'WOOD andNeeond-hand BarrelsI MOW ES—Hone: Reeldenes lno9;
,. Kiln 1258. Cumberland: Residence,
' NC
A
,
'FNTAL
2/UAL*
L L S —arnarmeh
•IMT rime
toliousekeepers
;?Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
Book
Ile
telling how to prepare delis&
and•delicions dishes.
44i'eu/A.104g Co., P. 0 Ow 271
yak
Wood, ' Hunter Wood Jr
tor Wood 1D. Son
4,ttshopatt•Lartv.
in Hopper Block upstairs
tors Bank.
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FOR ALLEGED BREACH OF CONTRACT
SUIT 18 FILED BY MR. E. B.
TYLER
JUDGMENT FOR BIVINS
Awarded $75 For IrJurles
Received in a Runaway
Accident.
E. B. Tyler has filed suit against
the Ideal Cpnstruction company, of
Lima, O., Zor alleged breach of con-
tend.
The plaintiff alleges In his petition
that he had a contract with the de-
fendant company by the terms of
which be was to secure contracts for
new telephone systems throughout
the south. Far disservices he claims
he was to receive five per cent 'if the
contract price on all contracts which
he secured or was instrumental in
securing. He states 'bat he came to
Hopkineville and organized the
Home Telephone Co. which plac-
ed the contract for their system with
the Ideal Construction company, the
contract price being $100,000. He
claims that by the term, of his con-
tract he is entitled to five per cent of
this amount or $6,000.
Mr. Tyler tie well known here,
baying spent several months in Hop-
itinsville working in the interest of
the independent telephone company.
Iu the suit of F. B. Blaine against
Clark & Williamson for damages for
injuries which the plaintiff claimed
to have received from a run away
horse hitched to the delivery wagon
of the defendants, the jury returned
a verdict awarding the plaintiff $76.
The defendants have filed a motion
for a new trial.
MR. BON
Registration Dates.
The registration law makes pro-
vision for tt e registration of all le-
gal voters in incorporated towns who
were absent from home on the regu-
lar registration day. The voter must
go to the county court clerk's office
In this ,city up3n the dates fist d
by law and there register. He can do
this without any cost. It is only in
case where a certificate has been lost
that any charge is to be made by the
clerk.
The law fixes "Monday, Tuesd.sy
and Wednesday preceding Novem-
ber election in each year" as the de3 s
for such registration•
This will throw the registration at
the county clerk's office on Monday,
Oct 81, and Tuesday and Wednesday
Nov. 1 and 2.
Good For Children.
The pleasant to take and harm-
less One Minute Cough Cure gives
instant relief in all cases of Cough,
Croup, and LaGrippe because it does
not pass immediately into the stom-
ach, but takes effect right at the seat
of tn4 trouble. It draws out the in-
fiamation. heals and soothes and
cures perniatentli by enabling the
lungs t3 contribute pure life giving
and life sustaining oxygen to the
blood and tissues. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
Dr. MinItt Installed.
(From Friday's Daily.)
The installation of Dr. Frederick
W. Hinitt as president of Central
Uuiversity, which took place in the
Second Presbyterian church at Dan-
ville yesterday morning, was largely
attended by representative Presby-
terians and alumni of the Institution
In the state and from abroad. Both
the southern and northern synods of
Kentucky attended in a body. Dr.
H. G. Rout, of Versailles, presided
over the ceremonies. The social fea-
ture was a brilliant banquet at which
many prominent men responded to
toasts, including Gov. Beckham
The Best Doctor.
Rev. B.C. Horton,Sulphur Springs,
Texas, writes, July 19th, 1899: "IAddresses An Immense have used in my family Ballard's
Crowd at Louisville. Snow Diniment and Horehound Sy-
rup, and they have proved certainly
satisfactory. The liniment is the(From Friday's Daily.) best we have over used for headache
William J. Bryan spoke in Louis- and pains. The cough syrup has been
ville and New Albany last night to our doctor for the last eight years."
26c, 53c, $1 CO at Ray & Fowler.crowds that exceeded all expecta-
tions. His Louisville audience pack- ;en 
eiti Phoenix Hill Park. Not lees en- , yor GET sirthuslastic was his New Albany re-
ception, where in the open air be- I
Wien 10,000 and 16,000 people heard I
him.
Wini A LAME DACE
Kidney Trouble Makes You Kaerabic
At Lou.sville he said ttiat were he Almost everybody who reads ,he news.
needed be would be glad to make a t .3epert Is sure to know of the wonderfur
 i cures made by Drspeech in every congressional dis-
trict of the State, because a Demo-
cratic Congress would be needed to
assist lodge Parker and help him
cant out Democratic policies. He
was glad to say that he did not be-
lieve he was needed. in Kentucky,
and it bad been thought better to
have him spook elsewhere.
The burden of his speech was de-
sentence, which
most Impressive
livered in the next
he delivered in his
manner.
"I want every Democrat who
voted for me to vote for Parker,"
he said, "Our platform does not con-
tain one thing that I would strike
out of it. I want to tell every silver
Democrat that, while Parker will
not give you all you want, Roosevelt
will give you nothing that you want.
I, for my part, will not take the re-
sponsibility of four years more o
Theodore Roosevelt."
All who use Atomizers in
treating nasal catarrh will get the
best result from Ely's Liquid Cream
Balm. ?rice, including spraying
tube, 76 eta. Sold by druggists or
mailed by Ely bros.. 68 Warren St.,
N.Y.
New Orleans, Sept. 1, 1900.
Messrs. Ely Bros:—I sold two bot-
tles of your Liquid Cream Balm to a
customer, Win. Liimbert0D, 1416 De-
lschalse St., New Orleans; be has
used the two bottles, giving him
woudedorand most satiefactory re-
lie. W. McDuff, Phorma-inns** to awes ;Iti I °tit.
-
•a,
Klimer'S Swamp-Root,
the great kidney, liver
and bladder remedy.
It is the 'great medi
cal triumph of the nine
teenth century: dis-
covered after years or
Jcientific research ty
Dr. Kilmer, the err,i-
-.tent kidney and bled-
-1er specialist, and
arne back, fridne , bladder, uric acid trot. 
doubted courage gives milk fre-
wonderful v successful in promptly cum!
Dies and Bright 3 Disease, winch Li the worstform of kidney trouble.
Or Kilmer's Swamp-Root Is riot rec-)mmended 'or everything but If You have kid-
ney, liver cr bladder troui-le It will be foundlust the remedy you need, it has beer *citedin Jo many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the holpleu tee poor '3 pur
chase relief and has proveu so suer:maul In
every CAMS that a special arrangement hatbeer made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may ,,•ve u
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a bocktelling more shout Swamp-Root and how tofind out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.When writing mention reading thin gone-out
offer in this paper and "
send your address to
Dr. Kilmer& Co.,Bing-
hiunton, N. Y. The
rer Mr fifty cent and garotter Ihramp-Rocw.
,lothar sizes are sold by all good druggists.
OM OMAN
FATAL ENCOUNTER OC-
CURS NEAR LAFAYETTE.
Tragedy Enacted Just After
Two Negroes Had Left -
Church;
At Rocky H111, near Lafayette,
FrankIliyous and Hurley Wilson had
fatal encounter just as they were lea
ving church, the trouble resulting, it
is said, from jealousy that had aris-
en between the two over a woman to
whom both Lad been paying atten-
tion. Dycus pulled a pistol and fired
once at Wilson and wounded him fa-). .
tally, death following within • few
hours. Dyous was committed to jail
to await the action of the grand jury
The parties were negroes.
Cures Chills and Fever.
Cl. W Wrirt, Nacogodohes, Texas.
says: "His daughter had chills and
fever for three years; he could not
find anything that would help her
till he used Herbine. His wife: will
not keep house without it, and can•
not aa). too much for it." 50c at Ray
& Fowler's.
Silver Medal.
The Kentucky State Board of
Health was signally honored at the
distribution of awards at the Louisi-
ana Vurchase Exposition. The board
received a handsome silver medal
for its exhibit of "preventive disease
literature." The part of this exhibit,
whioh elicited especial praise and
mention by the judges was the circu-
lar on the prevention of' amallpox
and the photos and statistics touch-
ing on the necessity of vaceination.
This is quite a compliment to the
Kentucky board as exhibits of liter-
ature bearing on the same subjects
from state boards over the entire un-
ion were in competition with their
display.
One of Many.
H. A. Tisdale, of Summerton, S.
C., suffered for twenty years with
the Piles. Specialists were employed
and many remedies used but relief
and permauent good was found only
in the use of DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve. This is only one of the many,
many cures that have been effected
by this wonderful remedy. In buy-
lug Witch Hazel Salve it is only nec-
essary to see that you get the genu-
ine DeWitt's made by E. C. DeWitt
& Co., in Chicago, and a cure is cer-
tain. DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
cures all kinds of piles, cuts, burns,
bruises, eosema, tatter, ringworm
skin diseases, etc. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
Bill Nye's Cow Ad.
IL
Don't make any mistake, but re
member the name. Swamp
-Root, Dr.Kilmcr's Swamp-Root, and the ad-dress, Binghampton, N. Y., on everybottle.
CASTOR IA
For labiate and Children.
The kind You Have Always Bought
Boars the
Signature of 44,
Gish cc tremor's Wild Goose Lini-
ment cures rheumatism and neural-
gia. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At alldruggists. citiodwtf
Bill Nye, the humorist, once had a
cow to sell, the story goes, and ad-'
yertised her as follows: "Owing to
my ill health, I will sell at my resi-
dence in township nineteen, range
eighteen, according to the govern-
ment survey, one plush raspberry,
cow, aged eight Yoshi. She is of uu-
quently. To a mail *Who does not
fear death in any form she would be
a great boon. She )s very much at.
MOO to her preeent home by a stay
chain, but she will be sold to anyone
who will treat her right. She is one-
fourth shorthorn and three-fourths
hyena. I will also throw in &double°
barrel shotgun, which goes with her. I
In May she usually goes away for a
week or two and returns with a tall
red calf with wabbly legs. Her
name is Rose. I would rather sc.l
to a non-resident."
Saved His Life.
J. W. Davenport, Wingo. Ky.,
writes, June 14, 1902: "I want to tell
you I believe Ballard's Snow Lini-
ment saved my life. I was under the
treatment of two doctors, and they
told me one of lungs was entirely
gone, and the other badly affected.
I also had a lump in my side. I don't
think that I could have lived over
two months longer. I was induced by
a friend to try Ballard's Snow Lint-
m.3nt. The first application gave me
great relief; two fifty -cent bottles
cured me sound and well. It
wonderful medicine and I recom-
mend it to suffering humanity." 260,
500, $1.00 at Ray & Fowler's.
DWI the The Kind We Um hitt
ailt
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aaft"
C9 on Ditops
_
.1121=M112'211a—
AregelablePrepatstionforAs-
similating the Food andReg -
Ong the Slootcla andBowels of
'\ 1-. Otti
•
Promotes Digestion.Cheerfui-
ness andl*st.Contains neither
b‘un.Morphine nor }fineraL
NOT NARC 0 TIC,
Jataiiir eardfrightAZANN/N
Sea -415r..lates •
Rata& 3.1.-
Amiss &la •
'off.
Aperfecl Remedy far =-
Ron, Sour Stostach;Di
Wortasgenvutsimm,Feverish-
nen and LOSS OE SLEEP
Fat Simile Signature of
NEW YORK.
ii I 1 !
S
OM' Mot a, AIMAPccie.
For Infants and claps. 
The Kind You Have
Always Bouglirt.':1
Bears the
Signature
of
For Ov
Thirty Yon,
,...aoraloaassaapaomunaillall
Louisville and Nashvide itailum
TIME CARD. Sifted's,* Apeil 13th...
No 6$ St Louis Express .10.10 a in No 51 
et LouisSifiproUTI. 6.18NORTH.
No 64 St Louis Fast Mall...10:20 p m *No 68 St Louis Plait Mall...6:40 a re -"'
No 92 Chicago and New No 98 Chicago and NewOrleans Limited 540 am Orleans Limited 
Nr iti . 9.50 p m No 97 
'2:010 a wb 51 ssa ....
No 58 Hopkinsville Accom..7:56 pm No 66 Hopkinsville A000m..6 :40 Ai ut
•*Does not stop
Nos 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.No 51 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south a* lurttiand tot Louisville, Oineinnatiand the cast.
Nos. 68 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville Cu "oinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos Stand 56 also oonnocia .for Memphis and way points.
No. 99 runs threggh k Chicago and will not can, passengers to point* ...‘,'south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to IR. Louis.No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St Augustine'
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleeper.' to New Orleans. Oen:ikon 4Guthrie for points east and West.
J C. HOOE, Art
1
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
of malaria. '
Don't So It. We Dlin5er0016
Wall admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
almost dead/7 after effects.
HERBINE•
fs purely vegetable and absolutely=
to care malaria, sick headache,
sod all stomach, kidney and liver oasplaioto.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
30 Coats& Dottla Al DeVilllels•
Sold by Roy in fowl*:
WHITE'S CREAM
V RNIIFUCE
Sold by Ray Ma Yowler.
BAH Or itOPINSVILIS
Capital Paid In..
Surplus 
Henry C. Gant,
J. E McPherson,
1-1 L McPherson,
$100.000.00
30.000.00
President
Cashier
- Asat Cashier
Vt e solicit tile azcouuts of Firms, Corporations and Individ
uals, promising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and everyaccommodation, consistent with, conservative banking.
If contemplating opening an account, or making any changein existing relations, would be glad to correspond with you.
•
-•••••
House Work is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
'BE CONTINUED.
L OF MACK HERM
. SUDDENLY altos.
J'
ILLNESS OF A WriNESS
; I
the Defense to Su-
Peetponiment Until
' Nen Terri of Court.
;
!MI PRISONER Otflt STAND.
(From Thursday's Deny)
In the Hero murder trial, tbe prai-
ses:lion rested in its direct exemina-
. boo pt witnesses yesterdayafternoon
and the defense began • Wid11s0k
VOW the man charged with the
Mktg of his father.
Amending to the prisoner, several
IMMIltha occurred betwese • himself
mid Ms father on the day of the Mil-
an,: Me dolma that 'his father
Ittlatiseod him on the street, and
wipe be aftlinnkrd tams into the
WOOS where his father was employ.
'eke was chased out of the back
daii bis father who Out at him
etnesal times with a knife.
ifs version of the actual facts con-
nested with the killing are that he
•
ease to the door of the saloon, and
bit rather, who was standing back of
the bar, seeing him, said, "There
conies the d—u -- now," and
that be started around the end of the
her toward him. He rays that he
Shea robed his pistol and fired the
fatal shot.
The trial of Mack Hero for the
killing of his father was brought to
an abrupt termination this morning
wino the attorneys for the defense
emend a continuance on the grounds
that one of their most important wit-
nesse'', Frank Graves, was very ill
and could not be presented in court
at Ibis time. The prosecution had
rested in this ease and two witnesses
on. of whom was Meek Bern him-
self, bad been examined for the de-
Jenne. The Jury was diebbarged this
morning and themes silt for hewing
on fibetneventb day of the February
Iona *smut.
:heal Wednesday's Daily.
nibs Jury in the calm of Mack Hem,
charged with wilful murder in kill.
lug his father on the fourth of July,
was oompleted yesterday afternoon
as follows: C. C. Lindsay, Al Cato,
M. B. Wright, P. N. Haddock, L. R.
Ynnner• T. M. Yancey, B. J. Croft,
C. M. Markham, R. F. Ralston, W.
M. McGehee, R. A. Fuller and Will
Ratable.
The prosecution began taking tes-
timony yesterday afternoon, but oil
account of the time consumed in se.
curing the jury only a few witnesses
were examined. The testimony was
continued this morning. ,
According to the evidence given by
several young men ir ho were in the
saloon when the killing occurred,
James Hem n entered the, room and
walked batik of the bar end ,drew a
glass of water. He was rubbing his
side as if in pain and one Cif the pa-
trons asked him what truths Mailer.
'Be replied that one of his sons had
struck tim with a rook but "that he
would ix it with him." Almost at
,the same time some one appeared at
the side door of the saloon and spoke
to Hayden Bern, who was tending
bar, end Hayden was beard to say to
him, "I will attend to it; you goon."
Welk Hero then stepped into the
nom from the tame door and ad-
Venting nearly to the bar said, "Fa-
ther you've done me wroni,," and
raised h is pistol and fired. The wit-
nesses testified that James Hern at
the time his son came into the room,
made no threats or motion, but was
standing with a glass of water in one
hand and the Other resting either on
the bar or the water cooler. A negro
testified that previous to Mack Hero's
entering the room some one threw a
rock through the glass front of the
saloon. Other witnesses denied this.
On erode ezan3ination the defense
•
&MIMI- epee the relative.
pasitions of the son and father and
iiite bar, their intention seemingly
being to try to show that Mack Kern
could not have shot his father in the
manner in which he did with the bar
between them, as the bullet struck
Mr. Horn in the lower part of the
stomach. W. R. Long. proprietor of
the saloon, gave the distances be-
tween the bar and the side board and
the heighth of the bar. According
to his testimony the bullet fired by a
man standing in front of the bar
could have struck a man standing
behind the bar and in tbe position
that the witnesses stated Mr. Bern
Was, at any point from the knees up
The prosecution is belogoonduoted
by Commonwealth's Attorney Denny
P. Smith and County Attorney Otho
Anderson. The lawyers for the de-
fense arc Judge Charles H. Bosh
Ind Judge James Breatbit. The &c-
aused man is attended In the court
room all the time by, his brothers
Hayden and Jsmes Kern and a por-
tion of the time by his mother and
ten platen.
Teachers Association.
The next meeting of the Chilstian
County Teachers' association will be
held at the Palestine church with
the Palestine and George E. Boyd
School districts on Friday, November
4, 1904, beginning at 10 o'clock, a' am
Every bomber ia expected to be there
and take.part in the exercises. Ev-
erybody is oordialry invited to at-
tend. Invite your patrons and trus
tees to be present. Bring the insti-
tute notebook with you. The follow
ing program has been arranged:
Devotional Exercises.
Weioome Address ...Mr. B. F. Foliar
Response Oscar Pool
Neoeseity for Prompt and Regu-
lar Attendance 
 H. L.
Thomas and Miss Myrtle Ratliff
Our Trustees and Our Trustee
System John
Sollee and Mrs. Emma Eli
Civil Government and Citizen-•
which have won high praise fromship Oscar Pool .
critics, but is best known as a paint-Geograph y 
er of portiaits be had occupied aCornelius and Miss Maude Morris
Reading Circle Work and DI-- studio in the Wilkes block for iorr-
trIctLibrariesiceneral discuae.ori eral years.
Dinner. Judge Yost is one of the best
Why Should We Teach Physiol- known citizens of Kentucky, and
ogy? W W
Durham and Mrs. Lizzie Weaver
Fundamental Aims and Means
of Education Adrian Clark
Soeley's History of Education
.F. L.
• Hamby and Miss Joule Cullom
History  Misses.
Olive Cato and Maude Blaine
Conumin School Graduation 
 
 Geu,eral Discussion
Nature Study in District Sohdois
Miii
Lula Pool, Mrs. W. N Thomas
Miscellaneous business.
Adjournment.
KATIE McDANIEL,
Co. Sul t.
we'
illOCE YOST WEDS.
MRO. MEYER, AN ARTIST,
IS HIS BRIDE.
Romance In The Marriage
---The Groom Is Well
Known Here.
Store Entered.
From Tuesd y's Daily.
Whitlock's store near Oak Grove,
was entered by thieves last night and
a considerable quantity of goods was
secured, the thieves escaping wrth-
out leaving any clue.
Hallowe'en Party.
Come to the Hallowe'en entertain.
mat given by the Episcopal ladie.
Moliday night, Oct. 81st, in vacant
einter room of Hotel Latham. Great
fun ZALitt airships with fortunes for
thotb 'Watch them; Blarney
stone chipped off of the famous one
from Blarney Castle in Ireland; a
plies of lava picked up at the bottom
of Mt. Pelee, that will give to the
one who bolds it a big fortune and
the luck of the world, but woe to the
one that lets it fall. Witches, ghosts
and jot* 0' lanterns. Adults, 26e;
children, 15c.
-see 
Mr. Willson Speaks.
From Wednesday's Daily.
The Hon. AugUstus E. Willson, of
Louisville, spoke at the courthouse
this afternoon to a large crowd in the
interest of the Republican ticket.
Mr. Willson is an experienced,
though generally unsuccessful, cam-
paigner and makes a gook speech.
A representative of The Princess
Tailoring company, of Cincinnati,
will be an the city Tuesday, Nov. let,
at the Rooms of Miss T. L. Johnson,
over rrankel's store. All ladies cor-
News of the marriage of Judge
William H. Yost, the largest man
ha Kentucky, and a pronnioent, poll-
ticiaa, to Mrs. Loots M. fiver, a
well known portrait painter, whose
studio was formerly room 41 Wilkes
block, has been received in this city,
says the Louisville Pout.
The announcement of the met riage
will come as a great surprise to Mrs.
Meyer's many friends in Louisville,
as she told them when she left on
October 16 that she was going to
California to spend the winter. In-
stead, Ws. Meyer changed her mind
and went to Tate Springs, Va.,
where she was joined three days
later by Judge Yost. The marriage
ceremony was performed within a
few hourenfter Judge Yost appeared
on the scene, and the couple aft on
the same day for Asheville, N. C.,
where they will probably spend the
winter.
Mrs. Meyer engaged Judge Yost to
transact some legal business for her
two years ago. Neither had met at
that time, but the attachment that
sprung up between the attorney and
his client ripened into love and they
became engaged some monilis ego.
During the early part of this month
arrangements were made for a quiet
wedding and the program, as stated
above, was harried out last Tuesday.
Judge Yost's bride is one of the
prettiest and moat talented of Lou-
isville's circle of artists. She has
hinted a number of landscapes
Now !ascii just
arrivitd.
How about a
Mc*. fat, JUICY
ono for brealt-
fast?
dually Invited to Inspect this stock. 15BBBBEva
t s w
p yin the po
ties of the state. Be is a native of
Greenville. Muhlenburg county. He
was elected from this district to the
Supreme Court of Kentucky, which I
was an Appellate court which exist-
ed In the state prior to the adoption
of the present constitution of the
state.
At the . expiration of his term
Judge Yost returned to the practice
of law in the Third Congressional
district. He became prominent all
over the state by his surport of Jphn
Young Brown in the heated election
of 1899, and was one of the principal
legal advisers of the Republican par-1
ty in the subsequent developments.
Last year Judge Yost announced his
return to the Democratic party. He
acted as attorney for the striking
miners it, the Hopkinsville district
in all the troubles that took place
during the mining strike. After this
hews. employed to conduct some
complicated busin.iss transactions in
Mexico.
Judge Yost is famed for his great
stature, and no one has ever been
brought forward to successfully con-
tradict the assertion that he is "the
biggest man in Kentucky."
.111 'Ow 
 
SIMPLE REMEDY
FOR CATARRH
Just Breathe Hyonpi Four Times A
Day and be Cured.
If a few years ago some one had
said you can cure catarrh by breath-
ing air charged with healing balaams,
i the idea would have been ridiculed
and it remained for that eminent in.
vestigator. R. T. Booth to discover
, in Hyomel this method of cure.
I Breathe Hyomel through the in .
1,haler for a few minutes four times a 
day aud It‘wittoure the worst ease
of catarrh. At soothes and heals the
mucous miiiinbrane of the air pas-
sages, prevents irritation, ahd effects
a complete and lasting ewe. ,
In 17Iopkinsville theteinre spons,of
well known people who have timid-
cured of catarrh by Hyomei. It it
does opt help you L. L. Elgin will re-
turn the money you paid for Hyomel.
oct 27 nov 3 17
CABBAGE
ir
4 .4
ALARM PEOPLE IfItgoRTH
CHRISTI.*
•
Macedonia Families Now
Leave the Vegetable Off
Their Menus.
Many people in this section report
they have found snakes In their Nib-
OMB E
BY THE DAUGHTERS \
mit corwessitifier4,,,,,
•
• '.11:
The loos: chapter of the
tars of the Confedersey, at die
nual meeting held at Hotel
elected °Moors as follows: MIL ,
M. Meacham, president; Mrs._
MoF. Blakeman, honorary
dent; Miss Mary Walker,, Ana,bages. Miss Lillie Plowed' reports president; Mrs. W. Wiiiianat.
the Amite, of five snakes *tile -pie- cad vice presideet; ' itis- cw,._
Iparing cabbage for dinner. They are Duke, secretary; Mrs. S.
very vicious little creatures with a Edmunds, recording secretary:black bead and big.* stripe down George B. Gary, treasurer; WMthe back, the body being of sk green- .1;•Case y, Motorise; Mrs. 1. li.isb color. They average in 1,40 us, chaplain; illre. Ohm. L.
about one and a Mil( frame. Mrs. bell, vice chaplain.
John L. Pleasant peaked One last The president has &Dummied Oho:week but found it in liftlug her din- 
I 
following standing oommittemill
m 
ner up before any one ate. Many On constitution and 'i-lairs-4414persons have abandoned the cabbage gone Boyars, mils Wary waThijr;
altogether as a vilgetable on account
of the snake soars.
I —The protracted meeting in pro-
gress at Macedonia conducted by
Elders G. W. Davis and John W.
McCarron is largely attended at each
service.
—Mr. Marion Fox and Miss Pearl
Robinson eloped from the Concord
church Sunday night, went to
Clarksville and were married. They
are excellent young people and have
our best wishes through life.
—The infant son of Mr. Albert
Thomas has bad case of dyphtheria.
—Mr. Elbert Mitchell and wife,
who have been visiting friends in
this section, returned Thursday to
their borne at Edge Water, Colora-
do.
—Mr. W. H. H. Roy and son are
buildir g a stoek barn for Mr. Lafay-
ter Moreland, of Clardy.
WHITE MAN.
Macedonia, Oct. 27.
Mrs. H. A. Edmonds.
•ts- ,Oredestiale—Mrs. Nat eatefttA ,
Mel. E. P. Russell, Mee. N. &Erg
munds. 
'
Program—Mrs. A. J. 
-Casey. 11.1‘;',.
J. B. Jackson, Mrs. .1. K.
Mies Bede Henry, Miss Altos Walitai
Nuance—Mrs. Mary Boyars, Mike'
Starling, Mrs. E. M. Carney, Ma'
Geo. E. Gary, Mrs. W. Williatri
Miss Myrtle Lawson.
iduele—Mies Eloise Nelson, Mise
Hattie Hale, Miss Lillian Gary, Mr,/
Hunter Wood, Jr., Miss Lana De(
nis.
Memorial—Mrs. J. M. Dennifl
Mrs. E. P. Russell, Miss Rebecca,
Latham, Mrs. L. McF. Blakemore,
Mrs. .1 P. Braden.
Arrangeonents—Mrs. L. Mc?.
,Blakemore, Mrs. C. G. Duke, Mrs.
!Nat Gaither, Mrs. C. F. Jarrett./
Mrs. A. J. Casey, Mrs.. Huot4
Wood, Jr., Mrs. W. H. Jesup, Mir.'
Cornie Green, Mrs. Alex Winfree. ;
•
Some
Very
Charming
Cloaks
and Suits
Friday we
received from
New York the
newest ideas
in Cloaks and
Suits. These
garments are the latest cre-
ations brought out by three
of the finestiady's tailors in
America.'
C iqe4frorn $10.004041-
to $5000.r Among them a
few styles of the new crush
velvet wraps that are just
now the rage in the 'East.
We invite the ladies to call
and see this really magnifi-
cent line.
J. H. Anderson & Co
1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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,"TA
.ASZTEI UT IEOpE MERRITT
IMO CLAIMED HE HAD
DIEM "HUMILIATED."
WILL BE PROSECUTED
-II the Serious Charge of
D Striking a Public
Officer.
LAWYER KNOCKED DOWN
(From Thursday's Dallv.1\ This morning, on Virginia street,
near the poet office, County Attorney
f)tho H. Anderson was assaulted by
George Merritt, a bar tender and a
powerful athlete, who aroused the
f lawyer of humiliating him in a trial
o in circuit court. On cross exam ins-
Goo, yesterday; Mr. Anderson asked
Mach Here, charged with the
TID=r of his father, if "Rose bier-
St," who accompanied him to Hop-
navil/e from Paducah on the deg
Ist tragedy, was no related Co a
111114san who lives in a disreputable
oTrat;
;iota of the eity. Here had stated al
; er minutes before, during direct
Icritinhistleo, that the girl wee kin to
Mack Hem n killed h is father. He
made the following statement in re-
gard to the affair:
"I was in the wart house yester-
day listening to the trial. When the
name of Rose Merritt was brought
in, Mr. Anderson persisted in calling
her by this name when he should
have called her by the name of her
`husband, who tree named Emmett.
By his following this course I was
greatly and publicly humiliated. I
Vied to see Mr. Anderson yesterday
afternoon in order to talk with him
about the matter, but failed to find
him. This morning I waited for him
on the sttieeind When he finally ap-
peared I went up to him and asked
him why he followed such a course
in.hls examination which was so hu-
miliating to me. He answered in a
sneering way and I struck at him.
My first blow, delivered with the
'left band, was dodged, but the sec-
ond, with the right, zaught him fair-
ly o5 the face and knocked him
down: I am sorry, indeed, that the
affair ocourrea, but still think that
Mr. Anderson was unwarranted in
persisting in Gelling the woman by
the name of Rose Merritt, when her
right 'name now 01 Rose Emmett,
although she has separated from her
husband."
CAL ST co NI.
amok Yu ilia IWO
actable eitisens here. The
levasue
Able between Horn and his lath- . e
oulminating in the falai shooting,
•said to have grown out of the
young roan's taking the girl to his
ether's home and introducing her
.o his sister and stepmother. This
iproing Merritt upbraided the arum,
attorney for railing the girl Mer-
it instead of Emmett, the name of
‘e divorced husband, Lnd then
notified the attorney down. Mr. An-
on says he was dealt three terri-
lows, and that he had no chance
ifend himself, having a bundle
rendry in his hands and not ex-
the assault. Merritt-surrend-
rie was released on bond to
pear before City Judge Knight
aghdafternoon. He will be prosecut-
4,1t is stated, for assaulting a pub-
es/A* *Moor.
Mt Anderson's Statement.
Oteunty Attorney Anderson said to
a Haw Era representative this morn-
"I we. taken entirely by surprise
by Merritt's unprovoked and inez.
, Seeable attack. I was on my way
*Nis home down town and had •
WWI* of laundry under my arm.
.0w VIrgita street, when I reached
eteralley in the rear of the postoffice,
Merritt approached me. He had a
smile on his face; and that he was
offended with me in any way never
sabered my mind. He 01 a cousin of
rains by marriage. Hie Met remark
was, 'Ottio, what msde you hunilli-
atoms in the courthouse yesterday?'
I told him I was not aware of having
dens so. 'Yes, you did,' he replied,
U stuffing. 'You called that wow-
Base Merritt, while I was in the
eourliroora, and you knew that was
not nor name.' I assured him that I
did Wet know he was in the court-
boul. womanaad hthat Ite 
referred 
te nameor\ e
o was
Merritt.
'"You didn't,' said Merritt and
Most warning struck me a hard
'ilovr on the eye. I was dazed, and a
t
EIV later another blow knockedWD. While I was prostrate he
over me and struck me a third
, the blow falling on the back of
111y bead. Tor God's sake don't do
that George,' I said, 'I've done noth-
lag to you.' Then he walked away.
I bad no opportunity to defend my-
self, and when I fell my arms were
still hampered by the bundle of laun-
dry. In the trial, yesterday, the do-
se*** apparently endeavoring to
the character of the girl
Bern brought here from ?ado-
*bowing that she was related
We people. On cross ex-
, I asketHers if the. yomog
Roe. Merzitt, was not the
4 woman who lived in Bleak
." .
Merritt Sem
liweilli,who amaeltiel &be
isuplerates Inotielior
'Olt B. is(' Igtestt.
oirdwick
Drugs
Jewelry.
Sensible
Silverware
Holmes & Edwards
sterling inlaid
spoons and forks
wear like sterl-
'rig silver and
coat like sil-
ver-plated
ware.
Points
on forks
and spoons
which are
exposed to
greatest wear
are sterling silver
inlaid. The matt
of this ware is
/111,11(WFNitiTil.silne
Each piece is guaranteed
for 25 years.
R SALE BY
HARD WICK,
Sole Agent.
"Sea Silver
Where it
Wears"
Plated
spoons show
wesr at the
points indicated
• 11.•
Gives the wearing quality of
solid silver at less than half the
cost, and are sold by all jewelers.
S. us and forks stamped
411FLTESAREViEW111411
Drugs
jwelry,
111111111911il GETS MEETING
OF PITHIAN RIND 1.0DCE
LOOKS LIKE NH
MAY BE DECLARED.
RUSSIA'S APOLOCY IS
NOT SATISFACTORY.
ENGLAND IS IMPATIENT
Czar Shows No Disposition
To Punish North Sea
Officers.
FRANCE TO BE NEUTRAL.
(Cablegram)
LONDON, Oct. 27.—As Russia
showe no disposition to punish the
offenders in the North Sea outrage,
her offer of apology is not satisfac-
tory. and an ultimatum may be is-
sued today. Leading newspapers
are predicting an early declaration
of war. It is announced that Franoe
will take no sides in the matter.
There is much impatience here
over Russia's delay in forwarding an
official report of the matter and a
full answer to the British demands.
The British admiralty ts actively en-
gaged in preparing for any possible
emergency.
ST. PETERSBURG, Oct. V.—
Vice Adtnirall Rojestvensky states
that the fishermen were fired upon
because the Russians believed they
were being attacked by Japanese
torpedo boats. He expresses sorrow
over the result and says full repara-
tion will doubtless be made by Ros-
si',
MUKDEN, Oct. 27.—Fighting in
this vicinity has been resumed.
Thel.lapanese have captured the
village of Jude Yen
Tobacco Market.
The offerings on the local tobacco
markot continue light, though
1
 
the rices arelsteady. Report of the
Inspectors is as follows:
Receipts for week 
 70
Receipts for year 
 14020
Bales for week 
 166
Sales for year 
 12960
Prices ranged as follows: Good
leaf, $8 to ;8; medium leaf, $6 to $8;
common leaf, $4 to $5; lugs, $8 to pi.
Locates Here.
Mr. J. I'. Willis left at noon for
Hopkinsville to arrange for taking
charge of tie Hopkinsville district
of the Modern Woodmen of Ameri-
ca.
Mr. Willis has been deputy organ-
izer for this order and the new posi-
tion'comes in the way of a promo-
tion for him. He will continue to re-
side hem for a few months, but after
he has begun work in the district
and becomes settled, will move to
Hopkinsville.—Paducah Sun.
CHICAGO PROVISIONS.
(By W. D. Cooper, Broker.)
WHEAT— Open. High. Low. Close
Dec 1163. 116% 118% 1143
May 118% 114 112%, 112%
CORN—
Dec 5018 50% 49% 50%
May... _46% 46% 46% 48%
OATS—
Dec 29% 29% 29% 29%
May. 81% 81% 81% 81%
PORK—
Oct 10115 10 90 10 85 10 90
Jan 12 40 1247 12 32 12 42
LARD—
Oct. 7 12 7 17 7 12 7 lb
Jan. 7 17 7 17 7 12 7 17
RIBS—
Oct 720 720
Jan  8 60 850 646 660
Big Potatoes.
Mr: A. B. Griffey, of Lafayette,
brought to this office this morning
two sweet potatoes of the California
yam variety. 'The two weigh fifteen
peso& /-
.;
'
ACCEPTS INVITATION TO
COME HEM
HOME FOR LEXINGTON.
Site Will Cost $20,000.- In-
teresting Session at
Franklin.
•
OFFICERS ARE ELECTED.
(Special to New Era)
FRANKLIN, Ky., Oct. 27.—The
Grand Lodge of Knights of Pythias
of Kentucky, this morning, accepted
the invitatiozi extended by the rep-
resentatives of Evergreen Lodge No.
88, and the next annual meeting will
be held in the city of Hopkinsville.
The most important business
transacted was the selection of Lex-
ington as the location for the new
Widows' and Orphans' Home to be
erected by the body, and the election
of grand lodge officers.
The board of control of the Wid-
ows' an.: Orphans' home recom-
mended that the proposed home be
located at Lexington. The report
stated that the Gibson farm was
worth $80,000 and could be purchased
for $20,000. On the farm is a frame
building with fine barns in good con-
dition, and the city promised that
all beneficiaries should attend pub-
lic schools free of charge.
The master of the exchequer has
$22,000 paid in with which. to pur-
chase the home.
Grand lodge officers were elected
as follows: Grand chancellor, W. T.
Schuerman, of Carrollton; grand
vice chancellor, T. G. Stewart, of
Winchester; grand prelate, M. H.
McLean, of Covington; grann mas-
ter of exchequer, Jule Plummer, of
DO
YOU
DRINK
OFE
If so, try
Chase ele
Sanbourn's.
No other
pleases so well.
WT Cooper
(11
Wholesale d& Retail Grocer.
Red Front Op Court House
Both Phones.
1
I I 
WINTER UNDERWEAR  I
I
I 
\
I 
Children's Underwear.
Also Ladies Muslin
• Underwear
I 
We have the best line of
Men'sTop Shirts, White
I • 
and Colored.ir------7)-,• . \ ._ Don:: fail to 
o can 
l see this stock
A Large and
Well Selected Line of
Men's Ladies and
Respectfully.
2 T. M. TONES,
I......••••••••
Covington; grand master of arms,
George D. Young, of Louisville;
grand keeper records and seals, J.
W. Carter, of Owensboro; grand in-
nerguerd, 0. H. Pollard, af Jackson;
grand outerguard, C. P. Sanders, of
Franklin.
DeWittis if= Salve
east Me. Duras. Sari o_
•
Lunatic Captured.
Jim Moyner, a Paducah Mask-
smith, wbo lost his mind from bard
drinking and waa sent to the asylum
escaped from the institute a few days
ago, and was captured yesterday is
Evansville. He was returned bete
a
OP THALMOSCOPE
AND RETINOSCOPE COMBINED.
Au up-to-date instrument for the diagnosis of the pat helogical condition
of the interior of the eye without the uee of a dark room or mydriatics to
dilute the pupil. By its uee ell errors of refraction are detected and meats-
sured to an absolute certainty without risking the patient any queetione.
thereby leaving the op..rnroi ime.p..erient of the intelligence of the patient.(Great for children.) It is the latest arid 'nest wonderful production of op-
tical science. By its use toe retioa (veins and arteries) is seen as clearly
as the patient's face. This is a costly ieritrument, tint as! have been always
deeply interested and made a specialty of examining and fitting of glasses
to the eye, I have k up-to-date with the latest anti beet methods cud in-
struments and feel that the beet. is none too goo41 for my patrons. They
may rest assured that they will get the latest mid best service obtainable
anywhere—derived from long years of praetical experience with up-to -dat
appliances and for the least money. Respectfully,M. D. KELLY
Over 3.0 Years an Optician arm Jeweler; l6 Yeere a Graduate
Optometrist. No. 8, Ma1n St., oppoeite Court House.1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
1 Ninth Street, Near Main.Home 1149 Cumberlam1136.2•••••••••••••••••
,
Keach Furuiture Co
In
,Furpitare
/
k 
BIG- ityl
Ri& When we say that, we
mean largq values for
your money. The qual-
ity and finish of our goods is first class and is not to
be found fault with by the most critical.
Quick gales and small profits is the business rule
of the day. No shop-worn goods,
•
ALL THE NEW WRINKLES
 •
IN THE FURNITURE BUSINESS j
•
•
CezottteniZitrIiiMonuments  ,
ITOMbStOneS Iron Fencing , 
Markers 4P Until further notice I can
I be-found at F .A. Yoet & 0o.. South Main Street
'IRA:Art 11 ' la 1:44:WWII
-f.orzop.,
'
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New Era Printing & Publish'g Co
OFFICII—New Era Building, Seventh
atria, near Main, Hopkingrille, Ky.
1.00 A YEAR.
_ • _
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CLUBSING RATES:-
11=1M fanw Zia sae use following
ose_yeari
week Oeurtier-Journel  61 60
Grady lila iaR.pnbiiO ...150
moldy Globs- &  175
1 0till:i1,..._ ykl Nashvirlipir:Ziasia''  160
y Louisville Commerci   IIal I
.r7Wisekly New York World 150
LardwrIlle Poet- ..... .. rat
and Farm i u
IdasesIne—Bastoa   1 7I
aalantalaanstuation . ... 175
New York Tribune .....   1 96
NOW York Tribune . ..  1 75
Journal. new
fault. . 1 75
elniseing rams with any magazine
, newspaper published In the United bitotee
COURT DIRECTORY.
Ontoon mum—First Monday in June
lad teurth Monday in February and Sep-
Mahar.QUANTIIRLY Clovar—Elecond Mondays
la January. April. July and October.
Pcso.si.Oomav—Irirel Tuesday in April
saC 3olober.
Ottuvroir Omar —First Monday in every
listanth.
ADVERTISING hATES:--
iiteaS, first insertion 8150
• Utah, one mont ..... 00
'task, tams mcauts 
  
 600
• taeb, its months. 900tact, one year 1500
Additional rates stay be bad by applies.Strraiastit : canoe.
advertising must be paid for Inalwilatte.
•=rfor yearly advertisements will bequarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spoo-led lime will be elosrawd for until orderedOot
Aol000sesematioSit ot Marriages and Destine,
net euireed nate, and notices of
ittilreett. =Lions of Respeos,
• estouser essular &otiose. eve eente per Itne
The question: Is the United States
Mies prepared for war? may well be
Asked Joseph Pulitzer in his often let.
ter to President Roosevelt, says:
"We are spending more money now
ea cur navy than any other country
;a the world, except England; a .third
sew. on our army than Austria-Hun-
pry, with nearly 400,000 mei under
_ VIM and twice as much as Japan In
time of peace, and more oa army, navy
sad pensions than Is spent for the
Fame purposes by any of the over-
loaded military powers of continental
Europe without exception. Our navy
costing us $98,000,006 this year.
Prance, hitherto the second naval
power In the world, is spending $41.-
00,000 on hers, and Germany, under
roar Illustrious counterpart, the Em-
peror, $0.000,000. On its face, our ac-
tivity locks as it we were preparing for
certain war.
"We are building thirteen battle-
slips to England's ten, Germany's sev-
en and France's six, and thirteen great
armor:NI cruisers, practically, battle-
ships, tc England's sixteen, France's
six and Germany's two. We are just
finfebing half a doren smaller eruisets.
We have more arc-class battleships
already built than any other country
Ii the world except England and Can
English editor of Brasiers Naval An-
imal says that in tea years at the pr.-g-
ing rate we shall displace Great Brit-
ain as the first naval power of the
globe. Yet you keep prodding us on.
flow much do you want? Fifty yeats
ago our navy consisted of • few wood-
en frigates, and our peaceful merchant
Recta covered the seas. To-day we have
over 600,000 tons of steel battleshias
and cruisers, and Our merchant mediaethe foreignto trade has shrunk until
It Is hardly larger than the navy that
Is supposed to protect it."
"I am not speaking to Democrats—
Ibis Is not a party matter. Your
schemes are personal, not partisan.
Your boasted Americanism is really
Europeardam. It is the very antithesis
if the true American spirit. You are
proposing to Europeanize our institu-
tions. Not content with the extraor
dinary increase in the powers and pat-
ronage of the President of the United
States, You propose to become prac-
tically the President of the whole West-
ern Hemisphere. The accidental head
ef one republic, you would make your-
self the head of twenty-one. In the
name of James Monroe, the strict con-
structionist of the Constitution. an I
ender a hypocritical pretense of duty,
you assume prerogatives that wou!,1
turn Hamilton pale and that wccill
make Monroe rise In his grave I de•
fy any 'of your eu!ngiuts, from the bril•
leant and distinguished Whitelaw Br: 1
downward, to show one line in the
writings of any previnui President ot
any party.. justifying your proposed
suzerainty over the Western ilemi-
sphere. But it you tall to And any
warrant for your policy In the Consti-
tution of Ole Vinited Stetee or the
practice of your predecessors, you may
Ind it abundantly In the quarter from
which you borrowed the policy itself—
in Europe." [Jos. Pulitzer in New
Verb World.,
election of officers will also take
piece. A banquet and reception on
Tuesday night will be the social fea-
tures of the event.
Cures Winter Cough.
J. E. Glover, 101 N. Main St., Otta-
wa, Kan., writes: "Every fall it has
seen my wife's trouble to catch a se •vere cold, and therefore to cough all
winter long, Last fall I got for her abottle of Horehound Syrup. She usedit and has been able to sleep soundlyall night long. Whenever the coughtroubles her, two or three doses stopsthe cougi. mod OP lia143 t.I he upand well." Vot, , 91.00 at Ray At
Fowler's.
DeWitt* hvia:,11 SaFve
Oar PM& OWN& ikert 1-
..
wireer.4.00vezteiera......
FLAISH
THE
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across the world
that It may be
seen by suffering hunienity
where, a
every.
Life Plant
the most marvelous medical disuse.-
ery the world has ever known. WA
quickly and permanently cure
RHEUMATISM, CA 1ARRH and
all BLOOD DISEASES—It strikes atthe very root ot the disease—bydriving the poison from the blood—
and replacing it with pure rich blood
—DISEASE can not EXIST whenthe BLOOD Ii PURE. LIFE PLANT
makes it so, then nature does herpart and disease is soon forgotten inthe enjoyment of perfect health.Our guarantee is—NO CURE NOPAY.Mrs. Chits. Fitiecli, or Fifth It,, NewPhiladelphia. 0„ month.or three onth.saysI had rheumatism In very severe form.My feet were so badly swollen that theyfelt as If I were standing on needles.Could walk only with great difficulty andsevere pals. The pain was so severe asw aive many sleepless hours at night. ICould was a groat sufferer. And no re-lief until I tools LIF EPLANT. Twobottles eared ma I cannot lay to•mushier It.
hiFO. ONLY BY
THE LIFE PLANT CO.,CANTON, 0
State Crange.
•
The Kentucky State Grange in ses-
sion at Cynthiana adopted resolu-
tions urging the establishment of the
parcels and posts and postal curren-
cy and the passage of a law giving
Women the right Wrote. Gov. Beck-
ham addressed the body, advocating
• better education for farm boys,
'WE SUNDAY SCHOOr
_
LESSON V. FOURTH QUARTER, INTER-
NATIONAL SERIES, OCT. 30.
Teat of flee I.e . II Klan, vs. et-23.
Memory Vereee, VI-IT—Golden Test.
PR. salt, 7—Commentary Prepared
by e Stearns.
(Copyright, 1904, to Mectiten tree Axeotietioa.1
A good title for a large part of the
Bible would be "The Lord God, the
Iod of Israel, who only doeth won-
drous things," and every devout heart
should cry: "Blessed be His glorious
Haute forever. end let the whole earth .
be tilled with Hit glory. Amen and
amen!" (Ps. lxxli, is, liii. From be-
giuning to end Ills name is wonder-
ful, and He is eeer doing wondrous
things in love and grace for and
through the sinful eons of well.
the Mall of God, is still before
Us as it sample of what man might and •
ought to be, for while there is but one
perfect pattern, the man Christ Jesus, cures the most obstinate cases ofthere are tunny who may be followed
ftt4 far as they follow God, but the very kidney and bladder diseases.blessed war is to see no one but Jesus
only, to run with patient*, looking un-
to Jesus t.Mark Ix, 8; Heb. all. 1, 2i; to
cease from man, 1/ nil behold the Lord
(Las. II, :22; ill, li.
The opening verses of our chapter
tell of the uew house by Jordan which
the sous of the prophets started to
build because the place where they
dwelt with Elisha was too strait for
them. Whether there is a hint here
or not that Elislia's holy life was too
narrow a way for them I cannot say,
but one caunot forget the Incident of
the search for Elijah, because they
were not in full fellowship. There is
many a holy life today that is too
great a trial even for other believers
In the same household, and God does
not compel holiness, so Elisha let them
go and even went with them to brier
them, for love is always kind even to
those who cannot see as we do.
Our lesson proper concerns the de-
liverance wrought by God through
Elisha for the king of Israel, and also
Ensile's own deliverance from the
king of Syria, reminding us of Ps.
1-4; xxxiii, 10, 11. The child of GodDeafness can not by Cured 
may well take real comfort from suchby local applications, as they can not words as these: "No weapon that isreach toe diseased portion of the ear. formed against thee shall prosper."There is only one way to cure deaf- „They that war against thee shall beness, and pat is by constitutional
as nothing and as a thing of naught"remedies. Deefoess is canoed by an
inflamed condition of the mucous (I". Ilv; 17; xli; 121. The •king
 oflining of the Eustachian tube. When Syria thought to entrap the king ofthis rube Is inilsegned you have a Israel, but the latter being warned byromblingsouod or imperfect bearing, t Elisha, the wan lu fellowship withand when it 1" entirely closed, deaf- , God, saved himself from the hands ofnem is the result, sod unless the in- the king of Syria more than once, softamationaan be taken out and this I
tube restored to its normal condition, that the king of Syria thought thatthere must surely be a traitor in hishearing will be destroyed forever;
nine eases out of ten are caused by (61111) who in some way communicatediite.ncatarrh,which is nothing but an in- his plans to the king of Isr»el.
lifres.ed condition of the mucous stir:. ! out' his servants assured him that
L it was not 140, but that there was aWe will give one hundred dollars prophet in Israel who could tell thefor soy case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that can not be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-
culars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO
Sold by druggists, 
76c.Toledo, 0.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
 Atli*
FILE
KIDNEY
Two Papers For Guthrie.
king of Israel his most secret words,
then he determined to lay bands on
'the prophet, and, hearing that he was
at Dothan, he sent thither a great host
of horses and chariots, which came by
night and voutpaesed the city about.
that they might capture the man of
God, but how vain are the thoughts
and purposes of men who know not
God. The humble Ulan of God is per-
fectly quiet and unnioved. for be sees
another host of horses and chariotsGuthrie Is to have two newspapers. whIell ordinary eyes cuunot see. HisMr. L. W. Gaines, editor and pro. heart could truly slug. "I will not
afegaiarinsithowuge1i. itit:".hzosxtviisho371d „encampprietor of the Todd County Progress,
of Elkton, has leased a hous? and in- God In my salvation; I will trust and
stalled a new outfit here and will is- not be afraid- (18a• ill. 21.
Not so his servant who cried, "Alas.sue a four page sheet, called The
my muster: how Khali we dor AsInter-State News. liehaxl had bevoine a leper, it was
probably some one in his place, yet
Can You Eat? even Ilehotzl might well have; been
afraid, for he. too. If a child of God,J. B. Taylor, a prominent rner- was also out of fellowship. Ellftlittchant of Chrisesman, Tex , sisys; -I did not rearm] or argue with hits servcould not eat because of a weak nut, but with these words assured andstomach. I lost all strength and randown la weight. All that money comforted him "Fear not, for they
tthat be with us are morecould do was done, but all hope of  han they that
recovery vanished. Hearing of son,e he with them" (verse Ite. and then
wonderful cures effected by use of he asked the Lord to open his servant'sK ode' Dyspepsia Cure, I concluded eyes that he might see, and be. too,
to try it. The first bottle besiefitted saw the mountain full of horses And
me, and after taking four bottles, I chariots of fire roundabout Elisha.
In Rout viii, 20 31 34, we gee Godam fully restored to my usual otreti- for us, Christ tor us. the Spirit for us,gth, weight nod health." Kodol Dv- 
awl' we have the beautiful assuringspepsia Cure digests what you eat wordx. -If God be for us who cansad cures. Sold by R. C. Hardwick. be against us?" Yet we are slow to
"6: a
 - web-e. , believe that all things are just as tioli
11114ireting of Hornoeopaths. says, and we do well to pray thaeGoff
would enlighten the eyes of our under-
l standing that Sire may know "that IsThe annual meeting of the South- the hope of our calling and the riches
wesiern Homoeopathic Association of the glory of His inheritance in tug
w that He would open our understand-ill be held at the Galt House on ings that we [night understand theTuesday and Wednesday of next Scripturea tEph. 1, 15; Luke xxiv, 451week. Ills expected that fifty or six- God can as easily blind as open eyes,ty members will be present. The so, at Elislia's request. He blinded these
meeting will be devoted to pavers Syrians, and Elisha brought them to
and discussions of topics pertaining Samaria, to the king of Israel, whom
to the medical profession, and the they were really seeking, for they only
wanted Elisha because he kept them
from the king of Israel. Again at the
request of Elisha the Lord opened
their eyes and they found themselves
in the hands anti at the mercy of the
king of lento', who, instead of smiting
them, as his own heart suggested, at
the word of Elisha, fed them and sent
them home, thus conquering thew so
that, for a time at least, the bands of
Syria came no more into the land of
Israel.
They acted according to Rom. xii, 20,
-If thine enemy hunger, feed him; If
he thirst, give him drink, for In so do-
ing thou shalt heap coals of tire on
his head." The Loris further deli,.
Prances and Ills kindness through
Elislia to the woman of $111111411/ ere
reeerded in the next two chapters. Mit,
w hether fit white or deliveranee, it is
lad working In all end through all for
Ulm people and against Ills enemies.
Guaranteed for all Kidney and Bladder
Diseases. Is Safe and Sure.
Foley's Kidney Cure
It supplies the kidneys with
the substances they need to build
up the worn out tissues.
It will cure Bright's Disease
and Diabetes if taken in time,
and a slight disorder yields read-
ily to the wonderful curative
power of this great medicine.
It soothes and heals the urin-
ary organs and invigorates the
whole system. If your kidneys
are deranged, commence taking
Foley's Kidney Cure at
once. It will make you well.
TWO SIZES 600 & $1.00
A Physic:dart healed, now prescribes It daffy.
Da. Geo. Ewure, a practicing physician of Smith'sGrove, Ky., for over thirty years, writes his personaleznerienoe with Foley's Kidaey Care: "For years Iha-s been greatly bothered with kidney and bladdertrouble and enlarged prostate gland. I used everythingknown to the profession without relief, until i commencedto use Foley's Kidney Cure. After taking three bottlesI was entirely relieved and cured. I prescribe it nowdaily in my practice anid'heartily recommend its use toall physicians for such troubles. for I can honestly stateI have prescribed it In hundreds of cases with perfect
seams."
Cures
Acute
or
Chronic
Kidney
and
Bladder
Dis-
eases
Gawasteed
C
11WAASISII ONLY ST
Used
by the
Most -
Skillful
Special-
ists
for all
Kidney
and
Bladder
Dis-
eases
04:$EY it COMPANY7, U. S.A.
•
Sold by Cook eic Higgins
411m•On 4/
Prompt. Easy
Recovery.
The greatest titanic la the world
—A llother's Lo,h,re; the love etlavishes on her childree; the love Mtchild should have for her; without thislove she could not endure the egooies in.cldent to 
er
childbirth; appreciative of thislove, Mother's (friend was devised to Ws
"see the min and anguish of childbirth,that he mr lore ight not be strained to thebreaking point. Mother's Friend does allthis and morw—Itenabies the fond mothto speedily recuperate frons the labors ofmaternity, enables her to regain her bitstrength, preserves her youthful lines ofancbeauty, and makes pregn y her crows.
leg joy without any thorns to IlMf
Mother's Frisael
Is applied externally, Is most harmless isketwaslitency, most happy In its results,madisatsado malt that its case of labor
shaski be conducted without its us, It lehe aa liniment for massage of tainseles during pregnancy, and by its usetheir tonicity and power of coetraction legreatly enhanced, enabling them to sus.tale the great strain brought to bear eathem as this Mae. Mother's Friend.The name should be enough to ream.
mend It to all who expect to be mothers.
Send for free book containing hdownedeaof priceless vale, in all expectant mothers.
ORILDITIELO IMFOULATON OIL
Maeda. On.
I•
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I I Ij.
Painless
Operations are not few and far be
Armin here, but every day oocurren
Dentistryhas advanced and all work is now
clone in a scientific manner. Mod-
ern methods are practically painless
and invariably successful. At this
office ell work is now done to a care-ful, painstaking way. We are satis-
fied only when our customers are.
We ..ever fall to please.
A good set of Teeth $6
Teeth extracted free when new
one's are ordered.
Louitsvill
DentalPrrors
Illinois -
Central '•
TIME - '
CARD,:,
Effective Sunday,' April al.',
NO. 888, DAILY. 
. .Leaves Hopkinsville CVArrives Princeton., 710s:," Paducah 11:11 a 18'
" Cairn. 11:00 Prr oat Si. te 
 AS:
irrioes Chicago .... ... .. la& p itti,.
_ NO.884, DAILY. 
.Leaves Inkj=11. 11:46 &A4.rrives 
-1:111pin,
" 'badmen. a
" Evansville. 
 ii. 
Lealtel Princeton 
 8Arriwiti Lealatille 7300
Leaves Pttnotion. AMArrives racialist). 411Arrives Mean/his. IIHDpillit •''',Arrives New Ottawa Maass ' I
NO 840 DAILY
Leaves Hopkinsvill. 
 4:80Arrives Princeton. 616
---.ies Princeton
Arrives Louisville 
C'- Arrives Memphis 
Next to Court Hes" Hopkinson'',
Hy. Hem* Phone 1914.
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Don't
 The South Ken
tiocakryi Building &You Association
Want will help you on
easy monthly pay.To merits -
Own
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Ely's
Cream Balm
eve. edict at OnceIt cleanses, soothes
COLDIN HEM. aziodhenmieeitnhberats..
It cures vittrirrh and drives away a cold On
the beau quickly. It tsabeorbed. Heals an
protects the Membrane. IleStOroll theSenses of Taste and Smell. r else Iwo,
druggi.tr or by mall: Ttial gig*, loo by matt
ELY B rt r.
Se Warren New York
stock as an invest-
ment.
Pot particulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres
J F. McPherson, Sec
??
HAIR BALIIAKClesneea and beseefles the hair.rt.otnotgg g IU.Iari.Ili growthStover YU'S to Restore Gray}bur to its Youthful Color.Cures whip diseaees & hale mat*so, end SIOugt Drygliolg
No 84I'ditily ar.Hopk 9:41:114a,No 888 daily arrives " 8:501 taNo 881 daily, arrives " 10:311.p."F. W. Harlow, D. P. A..,
Louisville, Ky. • R. C. COON*.- ,
F W Harlow n PA"Agt,
jAnHo Aftscanosontt.,AGGPpAA, O. bmioago.einphin
A J McDougall, D P A, Neir'Orlisiate
Tennessee CentralitR 4,16\
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday June 5th.
I TRAIN NO S. Dally—Passenger.
,Lv. Hopkineville 6:110 p at,I Ar. Clarksville 518 piaAr. Ashland City WM
 p,11
Ar. Nashville. 
 710 go at
THAINR ARRIVE At Hopidasellia
No. 4—Daily 1101 p.mNo. 2—Daily 
Mixed Trains, Daily except filltidar•No. 96, arrives Hookinsville 1:00prnNo 116. leaves Holikinsville 8:00F inE. H. HINTON, E. M. SHINIVOOP
Traffic Manager. Arm&
HopkiostWit,Ky."
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•Distributio
41 ' YEAlli We distributed twenty.five premiums among our subscribers, and although the time given for the contest was only two months
ti''' the interest aroused was so great and the appreciation of the presents so general that we have decided to conduct a similar distribution
this year only on a much larger wale and giving more time for those wishing to enter to take advantage of the offer. In selecting these
P. premiums great care has been exercised and the list made varied as possible so as to appeal to the greatest number of people.We have tried to
I' Include in list, articles which would attract and be useful to everyone. In making the selection the question of merit has been uppermost at all times and nothing but the very best is included. The descriptions given below may be relied upon to be strictly accurate and not superfluous• word play. Every one is also assured that a perfectly fair distribution according to the conditions published below will be made.
HE LIST OF PRIZES IS AS FOLLOWS:
IUNI NO. I.
t.lairlishur
• headed 'the list last
with a barrel of Acme
& kvater Oo's. "Su-
" patent flour, and it
each an attractive
that we have de-
again use it as an
Every one knows
quality of this
we will not dwell
11111 NO. 2.
Bridle.
eilkiposomum will appeal
•ilhattg owe* live in the
. Ile Sr. lovers of
•This bridle is of the
• best quality and may
Ity the whider.
I A-
IUM NO. 3.
#lbs
Neosositr."
tobsitho. This is
g for the smokers.
Is manatee-
p. Warta 'Tabasco
is the of the finest
ahd purest tobaccos
park*
UM NO. 4.
Waist Pat-
tern.
always attract the
so we have in-
this in one of the
The pattern is
sited by the whiner.
mium No. 17
Chopper.
• This pre-
mium is
offered
imposed-
ly for the
benefit of
the bons.
,it.. No
matter
whet yen
want to
prepare
er in ettaniag
ithapper will be
eleifti. Is iS Steed
different else steel
blades which eau be
PREMIUM NO. 8
1 dosen Cabinet!
Photographs.
A go4d photograph Is a
thing to be highly prised.
These photos are to be =We
it the gallery of C. H. An-
derson in Horkineville of
any 'ablest the winner de-
sires. The photos are to be
full cabinet else, finished in
the latest tone and in every
respect are the highest qual-
ity of work.
PREMIUM NO. 9.
One Tear's
Subscription
To Weekly New Eta. The
Now Era is the best weekly
=
is Kentucky having
recently enlarged, it
now containing from ten to
sixteen pages of live news
sash week.
PREMIUM NO. 6
31b.
Lownes Candy,
Those with a "sweet
tooth" will relish this prem-
ium. There is no better ,
eandy on the market than
this famous brand and that
Is the reason we include it.
1 444+444+++++++++++-f•+•+.Gent's Umbrella
444++++444+4+44+++++++++
4.
12"R=Its/ZIT...71\Z INTO- 2a.
The capital prise of the distribution is presented here. Numbers of articles were considered
for this honor but nothing seemed so suitable as a farm wagon, and the Mogul, manufactured by the
Forbes Mfg. Co., of Hopkinsville. was pelected as the best to be procured This wagon, which goes to
the person whose name is on the 25th ticket drawn from the wheel, Is built as follows: Cast steel
skeiu 8x9; tire 1304i inc:les. Wheel special low. Capacity 3,600 to 4,000 lb.; bed 8 ft 6 inches wide,
IS inches deep and RN feet long, fitted with the celebrated Patent Drop End Gate. The material us-
ed in the construction of this wagon is only the best, the axle being of hicitcry the spokes special A
grade, the hubs, hounds, etc , being of specially selected White Oak. The spokes are driven into thehub trader 750 pound pressure, the tires are put on cold and the entire wagon is treated to three sepa-
rate coats of paint and finished with a coat of body varnish • It is undoubtedly the best and most
serviceable wagon on the market.PREMIUM N. O 5.
Even rainy, bad weather
will have no terrors tor the
person who draws Ibis prem-
ium . This umbrella is of the
best quality silk with steel
rod. It may be selected by
the winner.
PREMIUM V NO 12.
lb.. Chase SI
Sanborn* Coffee
Nothing is more appetis-
legates a cup of good hot
eeffee and for the benefit of
dee 'Who' enjoy this bever-
age this premium is offered.
The market does not afford
a better brand of coffee than
Chase & Saabora's "Seal
Brand" Mocha and Java,
sold by W. T. Cooper & Co.by any eee le few , It is Wires fresh being
peeked in air tight tin cans.
lum No. 1545 Stetson Hat.
Ilie Mim-
ed good
of hats
red
ethe which
She popu-
at the Stet-
This Ismael
Is lastly
forte.
quality. The
shows
many GO'
the winner of this premium will select the hat
1
Premium No. 11 Solid LeatherSUIT CASE
A handsome suit ease.
. 
such as the ono bere oT-
I•red, is sure to be sp. .
will be found to ahead
bet of the family, abd
• 
a -
preciated by every mew.
literally be "worth it
weight in gold" whenever a journey is to be made. The
suit case offered here is made of solid leather with brass
trimmings and fastenings, with or without straps.
PREMIUM:NO 13.
:$10 Ladies II
PREMIUM NO, 14
Daily CourierJourna1
PREMIUM NO. 16
Set of Driving
Harness
PREMIUM NO. 18
50 Gold Stand-
ard CigarsDress Pattern One Year. These cigars are maeufac-
In order to keep posted.in During the winter when tared by H L Lebkenobet
"Thirteen" is considered this strenuous age a per- roads are bad a good set Hopkinsville,IKy.And arean unlucky number but it son must read. No paper of heroes.; will prove most pronounced by all minute-is certain that this is an gives mote completely the acceptable. The set here suers to be the finest Scexception to the rule. This
premium is to be aelected news of the day than theCourier-Journal, the best
offered is a, good strong
one suitable for general
cigars on the market,
Won't they be acceptableby the winner and is there daily published in Ken- salvias Either collar and during the cold winterfore sure to please. tucky. frames or breast strap. weather?
Premium No. 7--Steven's Single-Barrel Shot Gun
In selecting this premium all leading makes of guns were considered and the "Stevens" was se-
looted. This gun is one of the best and latest improved manufactured by the Stevens Arms (Jo. andis fully guaranteed in every rartioular. Descrintion—Special "Electro" steel barrel, choke bored for
nitro powder. Drop forged and ease hardened frame, top snap, low rebounding hammer has automa-
tic shell ejector, varnished walnut stook with pistol grip, rubber butt plate, patent snap, walnut fore-
arm and metal joint. Adapted for any standard make of shell, factory loaded, with black or smoke-
less powder. 11-gange 80 inch barrel, weight about 63.1 lb.
FOR EACH 50c paid on subscription to either .the WEEKLY or
DAILY NEW ERA a blank ticket will be issued to such person, on which
' be will write his name and address and it will be deposited in a large wheel
which is sealed.
At 11 O'clock on December 28th
A committee, composed of Mayor Jonett Henry, Mr.J. E. McPherson and Major E.13.
Hammitt, will open the wheel, after thoroughly mixing the tickets. A child will be
blindfolded and will draw the tickets from the wheel one at a time. This ticket will
be taken charge of by the committee, and attar judging of its genuineness the name
will be read aloud. The first prise will be given to the parson whose name is on the
first ticket drawn from the wheel, the second prise to the person whose name is uu
the second ticket and so on, until all the prises are given away. No other conditions
apply to contestants except that 60s Must be paid on subscriptions lot every ticket.
PREMIUM NO, 19
Ladies
Silk Umbrella
Another premium sure to
be appreciated by the ladies
is tbe handsome silk um-
brella offered here. This is
to be selected by the winner
PREMIUM NO. 23
Ladies
$5.00 Hat
We have offered a full snit
for the ladies with the ex-
ception of the hat and here
it is. This hat is to be so.
looted by the winner.
PREMIUM NO. 20 PREMIUM 1,110, 245 lbs Pr Clapp's
:"Ellis Choice" Fine Shoes.Smoking Tobacco. This is
another of the celebrated
brands of smoking tobacco
manufactured by the A. T.
Martin Tobacco Mfg. Co. of
Hopkinsville. It is menu- be selected hy the vinare at
lectured from the natural the state of .L T. Wall & Co.
home grown leaf and is sure
to please the most fastidious PREMIUM NO 26smoker.
For easy wearing qualities
and long lastingness noshes*
equal those manufactured
by Edwin Clapp & Son. To
Fin. OakPREMIUM NO. 211 Center Table
1 bbl 'Perfection' I The housewife will alio
Pat. Flour appreciate this premium.The table is made of fine
"Perfection" is the brand quartered oak and will adorn.
of patent flour manufaotur- any home.
ed by the Crescent Milling
Co., of Hopkineville, and it
is also perfection in quality.
"There is nothing better."
PREMIUM NO. 22
Daily New Era
1 Year
A premium which
keeps coming every
day for an entire year
is sure to be appreciated and
this is what the Daily New
Era will do. It will also
keep you fully informed both
as to local and foreign hap-
penings. If you don't get
this premium come in and
subscribe anyhow.
Premium No. 27
Boys Su it
of
Clothes
We don't want
the boys to
thinkthe) were
neglected and
so IF offer •
suit of clothes
for them. This
is to be selected
entirely by the
lucky young
man who draws
this wise.
Premium
No 10 /
One pair of Queen
Quality Shoes. "Queen
Quality" is a synonym
for the best in ladies
oboes. These shoes sell
for $8.50 a pair and are
manufactured in all
grades of leather, all
sizes and lasts and
with the latest toe and
heel. The winner will
select the shoes to suit
her fancy at the stare
of Bassett & Co., who handle this brand.
Another feature is that persons living at a distance may send intheir remittance with the assurance that their tickets will be placed in the wheel
and that they will be promply notified in case they should draw a prize.
No person connected with the New Era in any manner, nor any member
of their families, will be allowed to participate in the contest.
All subscribers who are in arrears are urged to pay their subscrip-tions at once and get their names in early.
Persons who do not now take eithcr the Weekly or Daily are invited todo so and get as many chances as possible to win one or more of the prises, as underthe conditions it is possible for one person to win them all.
will remain the same as before:The subscription prices $6.00 per year,$2 60 for six months$1.26 for three months or 10c per week for the Daily to any part of the United States.The Weekly, the largest and best weekly paper published in the country, $1 per year
Get in early and feel assured your chance is as good as the next oneno matter if you have one or one hundred chances.
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BEHIND PRISM 0111S ALLEGED
MUNDIERS NORM TRIAL.
WiP GRIFFIN WAS CAP-
TUNED IN BCD
KILLS HENRY WARNER
Deputy flbeelf/ Tate Is lack
From Klinois With "Tee-
ms. Paper Jack."
* (Prom Monday's Daily.)
• OWNS Lem Davis, IL H. Arm-
''streng and W. Z. Nixon last sight
captured Gip Griffin, the alleged
slayer of Henry Warner. The arrest
'Una& at the home of Bud Had-
illsjono near Haley's mill, the father-
fa-keIrof Griffin. The officers went
to the house shortly after 9 o'clock
and foetid Grin in bed with his
'wife. They embodied him to dress
:net brought him hare and lodged
hist 4n Jail.
The crime for which Griffin will,
lkow Mind trial was eMornitted some
Itnes ego on Warner's place, near
itaktirit mill, where Griffin was am-
iiboyed as a cropper. The men had
bade previous difficulty and while
Amer vim at Irork in his field
Origin approached with a shot gun
and fired two sharps into his victim
sad that clubbed him over the head.
Weener Used far several weeks but
irtietiembed to his injuries.
Orifila madelsis 'soave and, though
ft Ink lholagbt that be was in biding,
benrtise Nese ot the kiiiiing,ibe
Jig*, were nimble to arrest him, de-
spite neneleone Meets. A reward of I
$1419 Matson *DMUS for his captain.
••••••1•Mllo
Derruty Sheriff Jackson Tabs r'-
termed Suaday morning from Penil-
e., IIIiaoiq., with "Tissue Paper
Jack" Hardison, the DOOM who was
wanted by the local authorities Oa
a eharge of murder. Hardison bad
been arrosted at Pontiac tor tmpIi
Galion in a highway robbery, but for
lack of evident* he oould not be h el
The man robbed had $40 taken from
him by hold-up men. Hardison says
that he had nothing to do with the
robbery but that the highwaymen
gave him lb cents of the money stol-
en. Hardison is charged with killing
Charley Johnson at Empile while
shooting at John Carter at a colored
festival. He asserts be did not have
a pistol the night of the killing.
NM BURNED
Two Crops of Tobacco Lost
Near Julian.
A barn on the farm of Albert John-
son in the Julian vicinity was do--
stroyed by fire last week.. Mr. John-
son's crop of tobacco and the crop of
a share hand were destroyed. The
loss Is about $600.
Will Marry.
(From Monday's Daily.) •
Mr. John Wallace and Miss Ernie
Young will be married this afternoon
at Bennettetown. The ceremony will
be pronouneed by 'Squire J. F. Dixon,
of Howell. The eouple are quite
prominent in their locality.
In every town
and village
may be had,
the
Mica
Aide
Grease
that makes your
horses glad.
THREE MEN HURT
FELL FROM A TELEPHONE
POLE
Employes of the Home Com-
pany—Happened on Can-
ton Pike.
While three men, W. W. Elliott,
William Dutton and I. Hardy, were
stretching wires for the Home Tele-
phone Company on the Canton pike
near the bridge over Little river Sat-
urday afternoon, a guy wire support-
ing the pole which all three men
were at work on broke and they
were thrown to the ground. All
were severely injured,Eillott having
one leg broken, Dutton's wrist being
dislocated and Hardy receiving cuts
and bruises about his face and shoul-
ders. They were brought to their
boarding hones in this city.
OH. M'CORMICK
May Ile Chosen the Bishop
of Kentucky.
The Rev. J. N. McCormick, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., is the man
who now stands the beet chance of
hemming Bishop of Kentucky, in
the opinion of some of the best post-
ed Dpiseopalians in the city. Dr.
1/4001'.. hdOk has hese favorably con-
sired betore,..thoogh his name was
.not presented at either of the pre-
vious councils, several of the dole-
gates preferred him to any other
Man suggested. Dr. McCormick is
said to bt a brilliant pulpit orator
and the greatest recommendation
given him is that he has more meti
than women in his eiturch.— Courier-
Journal.
ELOPED Ti WED.
Christian County Couple
'Married In Clarksville.
Oscar Hammonds and Miss Ruby
Higgine, of Bainbridge, this county,
eloped to Clarksville Saturday on
matrimony bent, according to tee
Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle. They
drove through in a private convey-
ance and went to the Northingtoo
House, where they were united in
marriage by, 'Squire Z. T. Smith.
that genial friend of young lovers
who ;,seek to be bound together for
life. The couple was accompanied
by Misses Jessie Brown and Lady
Higgins. of Bainbridge.
SINK saw
Held In Cadiz Was a Big
Success.
The Cadiz Commercial club's an-
nual stock show and agricultural ex-
hibit was attended by one of the
largest crowds seen in Caribr for a
long time. The exhibits were all
splendid, and some very fine stook of
all classes was shown. J. Frank
Ladd, chairman of the Democratic)
county committee, won the capital
prise of the day— $26 in cash—for the
best display of all kinds of farm
products. J. H. Rogers won second
prize in this exhibit, and Lindsay
Crawley won third. After the pre-
mium had been awarded Mr. Ladd
completed his exhibit by hanging a
large picture of Parker and Davis on
his display. He won first prize last
year on the same exhibit.
Saw The Cave.
A party of pupils of Bethel Female
College spent Friday and Saturday
at Mammoth cave.
4 
!FINCH AND MOSEEET WILL NOT
BE TRIED UNTIL FEBRUARY TOM
SEEKS RELIEF
•
CALLED IN THE OINCUIT
COUNT
•
IN BAHRUPTCY THE STATE NOT READY
JACK L. TOBIN HAS FILED
PAPERS
LIABILITIES ARC$3,400
Assets Will Aggregate
About $3,000.—Popular
Young Business Man.
J. L. Tobin, who has conducted a
tailoring establishment here for a
number of yeare, closed his doors
Saturday afternoon and filed a peti-
tion in bankruptcy. His liabilities
are placed at $8,400, his largest cred-
itors being Mullen & Co., of Chicago,
McGuire & Co., of Cincinnati, and
his mother, !Ars. Annie Tobin, of
this city. His assets are plaited at
$8,000. Mr. Tobin is one of the most
popular young men in the city, and
it is hoped that he will soon be able
to adjust his financial affairs and
continue in business.
W. A. Nisbet's Statement.
Mr. W. A. Nisbet, who has been
indicted by the Hopkins county
grand jury on a charge of renting a
house belonging to him for an Un-
moral chow, has made a statement
regarding the matter, in which be
saye that he inquired diligently as to
the character of the show and even
sent a policeman to report to %Mtn es-
pecially as to the character of the
show and he was assured that it was
all right. He says he thinks the au-
thorities are entirely too severe on
him it the matter.
Cures Rheumatism and Ca-
tarrh.--Medicine Sent Free.
Send no money—simply write and
try Bota.iic Blood Balm at at our ex-
pense. Botanic Blood Balm (B. B.
B.) kills or destroys the palson in
the blood which causes the awful
aches in back and shoulder blades,
shifting pains difficulty in moving
tigers, toes or legs, bone pins,
swollen musclas and joints at rh
mitten), or the foul breath, hacking
spitting, droppings tit throat, bad
hearing, spooks flying before the
eyee,1111 played out feeling of catarrh.
Botanic blood Balm has cured hun
dreds of cases of 80 or 41) years stand-
ing after doccors, hot springs and
patent medicines had all failed.
Most of these cured patients had
'taken Blood Balm as a last resort. It
is especially advised for chronic,
deep seated cases. Impossible for
any one to suffer the agonies or
symptoms of rheumatism or oatarrh
while or after taking Blood Balm. It
makes the blood pure and rich,
tbereby giving a healthy blood sup-
ply. Cures are permanent and note
patching up. Sold at drug stores, el
per bottle. Sample of Blood Balm
sent free and prepaid s' siseapeoial
medical advice by describing your
trouble and writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. A personal trial of
Blood Balm is better than a thous-
and printed testimonials, so write at
once. For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
--A—CO UGH
CONUNDRUM
When is a cough more
than a cough?
When it's a settled cold.
When it hangs on in spite of
all you can do. Cough mix-
tures wOn't cure it because
they are merely for a cough
and this is something more.
Scott's Emulsion cures the
cough because it cures the
something more. It heals
and repairs the inflamed
tissues where the cold has
taken root and prevents its
coming back.
We'll ‘end you. sample free upon request
SCO1T IBOWNE, aoo Pearl Street, New York.
The Trial of Mack Hem Will
Be Started Tomorrow
Morning.
(From Monday's Deily.)
The case of Charles Pinch and Ed
Moseley, charged with complicit+ in
the murder of the unknown man
near Pembroke last November, was
called in the circuit court this morn-
ing, but the common wealth announc-
lug not ready, the ease was contin-
ued until the fifth day of the Februa-
ry term of the court. Moseley is the
only one of the nine negrues for the
crime whose case has not yet oome
to trial. Finch was tried and the
Jury returned a verdict of guilty and
fixed his punishment at death, but
he was granted a new trial.
WORSE EVERY YEAR
Plenty of Hopkineville Readers
Have the Same Experience.
Don't neglect an aching back.
It will get worse every year.
Backache is really kidney ache.
To cure the back you must cure the
kiineys.
If you don't other kidney ills fol-
low—
Urinary troubles, diabetes,Bright's
disease.
A Hopkinsville citizen tells you
how—the cure is easy.
Mrs. John Coombs, of 106 S. Vir-
glnia St., my.: "For a great many
years I suffered with a persistent
aching &arose my loins and through
the kidneys. At timee my back was
so bad that I could hardly turn in
bed and I could hardly lie on my
beak at all without placing my hand
under it which seemed in some
measure to relieve the pain. A friend
of Mr. Coombe told him about Doan's
Kidney Pill: and he got a box for
me at Thomas & Traheru's drug
store. On using them I steadily im-
proved until Vie dreadful aching was
relieved and I could attend to my
household ditties without any (noon-
venienee. Ths7 did me more wood
than soy medicine I ever used and I
gladly recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price to
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Static
Remember the name—Dean's—cud
take no other.
Meador-Thomas.
Mr. Smith Thomas and Miss Ida
Mae Meador were married yesterday
afternoon at four o'clock at the
home of the bride's sister, Mrs. Jesse
Ricks, five miles southeast of Cadiz,
in the presence of a large number of
friends. The ceremony was per-
formed by Rev. I. N. Strother, and
the attendants were Mr, R. L. Davis,
of Canis, and Miss Mary Smithson,
cousin of the bride, of Hupkiusvillei
Mr. Howard Thacker and Miss Ver-
na Blanc, cousin of the groom, of Ca-
diz.—Cadiz Record.
Death of Child.
Lame, the six-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bud Hammond died
at their home near Caledonia Friday
of membraneous croup and inter-
ment took place Saturday at the
family burying ground.
THOUSAND DOLLARS
The Odd Fellows fall festival came
to an end Saturday night after a suc-
cessful week. The people were fur-
nished abundant pleasure and both
the Odd Fellows and the Robinson
Amusement company are well satis-
fied with their profits.
The Odd Fellows have not audited
all of the accounts, but it is likely
that they will have a balance of
about $1,000 to the good.
Stoves!
Stoves! StOv
W
E wild] to inform the public that we are hand..i.
ling the Most complete and uptodate line at
COOK and HEATING stoves ever brought
to this town. The very hest makes of this %mushy,
and our prices are as's:sheep as others ask for second
grade makes.
Why buy a cheap second-grade stove when we
can sell you a NO. 1 make for hues money. Try one Of
our cook sod heating stoves and you wont be bother-
ed with indigeselon and cold feet. A sure bilte far
them ailments.
Note gots makes and judge for yourself. South
Bend, Malleable, Venus, Boss Steel, 0. K., Jewell,
Dukes, Modern Oak, The Boss, Hot Blast and the
celebrated and world renowned Radiant Horne.
No other makes compare with this lot. They are
in &class to themselves and are branded the best
makes of America. Come to us for your staves. We
can beat all competitors.L
Planters Hardware
140pirtnowi1e, Ky.
Do you need
a nerve tonic?
If get a BICYCLE. It wilt bt.11141./!4.4
up again and you wont have that Skid IM.0(4
lug. We sell the run-easy kind. CHEAt
FOB CASH.
We carry the only complete stock of hi-;
cycle titer, saddles, lamps, handle berg and
in fact everything to mend bicycles with and
have men to repair them that have had ex.. e
perience ar.d are experts.
Guns! Guns! Gans!
We sell guns, and gun repairing a special.'
ty and in short notice. Give us a trial and
be convinced that we are the best in town. ,
E.M.Moss&Co
Sixth Street.
1.4mmlykffnmk mow
P-
T ()-
DATE
MILLINERY AND
NOTIONS.
MISS FANNIE RociEgs.
210
South
Main
Street
Hopkins.
\dile
BRAME'S STABLE
Successor to ()Way & Brame. Cor. 7th & V1r. Sts.
LIVERY AND FEED STAB
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous &Sten
me a call. Hack service for the city—rneethig all trail,: *o-
ral and wedding parties a specialty. Hevee phone 11111, 40111ffiker•
land phone 32. I will be glad to have all my frimmlasive me
their patronage.
Howard Brame. alP
'
•
I:
-
ADDED
•0 e, NEW ERA'S GIFT DISTRIBUTI
The interest aroused in the New-Era's (lift Distribution has exceeded the fondest hopes of the managemen,
Ond they have decided to add three additional premiums to the.list, making a total of thirty exceptionabb vat•
4' liable articles to be given away on Dec. 28th.
Premium No. 28.,o
111119.1)0 Worth of Dental Worn.
a parsoa's teeth begin to deeq and mobs the
is always the Wien to be eoneidied. The per-
diewhig this premium will be entitled to $560
of dental work of any kind desired at the Lou
Dental Parlors in the Summers building. This
119 klas Hiked grad* work and plated at maim.
Premium No. 30
A Brownie KodaK •
Did you ever take pictures? t not you
have no idea of the pleasure to. be gotten
out of a kodak. Every one knows the high
standard of the Eastman Kodak', and the
Brownie never falls to WO the best reedits
it takes • picture 21-2 by 2 1-2 inches, using
the celebrated Eastman OarOridge Yogi lint
wbieb loses in daylight without the use or
a dark rOoin. Ithasavery rapid lens and
is fitted for either time or instantaneous
exposures. This kodak is also titled with •
view finder by mean. of which the picture
is located on the filin. This premium also
Includes one roll of Alm. E. M. Moss & Co.
are, local agents for Eastman Kodak, and
supplies and uus premium will be selected
at this store by nip winner.
Premium No. 29.
LocKE ADDING MACHINE.;
„.
Every one know. that 2 and 2 asks 4 bilk, liflat
long columns of Biwa are to be a4det1 adsiskss aritV;1
very liable to be made. When the adding is date* ,
mechanical means there is not only a oselainty that.,
the result is oorlytit but the time saved is a great fas-
ter in tame bust days. Tilt premium will "(WI
aapeoiaily valuable if won b a bitekkHiple• '
4 For full particulars ,of the Gift Distribution see bi0 ad.A 
IF LEG CUT Orr Notes Ab°utPe°p1t(From Saturday's Daily)
'Squire!. E Moseley, who moved
to HopkInsville last Christmas will,
/ MID OTHER !BROKEN 1 in a short time, move back to hie 14 farm between this place and Hop-
TWO PLACES. kinsville.—Fairview Review.
G. Roeder Meets With a
"rightful Accident On
I the L. Ilt N.
(From Saturday's Daily)
NarlIngton yesterday O. G.
was rnn over by • freight ear
• leg out off and the other
en la two plume. Mr, Raeder
engaged in repairing the oar
was standing on the main
, he being nodernerneath It
several other workingmen. It
Missal Nellie Holman and Susie
Thompson are in St. Louie.
Web Clara Braden is in Madisoi - Republican Campaign Man-
ville visiting Miss Lillie Brown. agars Bends Out Letter
Mrs. Ed Blakey has returned to
Madisonville. 
Which Is a Threat.
ON OFFICE HOLDERS
STATE.
DEMAND IS MADE Ittimmiwwitiwww wfiviwwwilimm
IN I HORSE SHOEING.
Alderman William Kleeman, of
Clarksville, Is v•siting his daughter,
Mrs. H. M. Frankel.
Mrs. B.. W. Shelton, of Clarksville,
is the guest of friends in the city.
Mr. Junes Reeder, of Birming-
ham, Ala., is here visiting relatives.
Miss Florence Duncan bas return-
ed to Hopkinsville after a visit to
her sister, Mrs. Eugene Whitlow.—
Cadiz Record.
I that the car had been
nagged so that it would not (From Frida /'s Daily)
ran into bat • new engineer Miss Stella Danaher, of 
Paducahbask-
engine against it. The other
Man saw the engine and man-
gal out o: danger and Mr.
It' had almost %omen oat when
Moola alkaght;1190. VII left leg
lobe; taken off Just below the
setortnast4 man is aTiC 
'rot , D., J. B. and W.
..1. oder el this oily.
, from a visit to Montgomery county,
Tenn.
Ours'
Wigan! Seams
,The Odd Fellows' fall
wet has -proved a
ter miaow than
yen the -management
ad dreamed of, the
ple patronisit.g the
nws most liberally.
This is the OM) with
us. for our bulginess
has steadily increased,
the citizens of Hop-
kinsville and the sur-
rounding section hav-
ing learned that we
can be depended upon
to 'furnish the purest
and beet drugs, toilet
-articles and prepara-
'Sims of all kinds.
Clingokers supplies,per-
tfusues, all the. latest
' 'papers and perio
gals, and our spda
tam n is undoubt-
the best in town.
ou are not already
ron cit shirt sitori
e and he eetivise-
•
is a guest of Mrs. Ernest Higgins.
Miss Mollie Duke. of Princeton, le
visiting Mrs. P. E. West.
Mr. win Ratliff, of Princeton, is
visiting friends in the city.
Mrs. John B. Galhreath and daugh-
ter and Miss Lizzie Green are in St.
Louis.
Mrs. Buckner Leavell has returned
NOTICES
The people of Christian county
Ky., will take notice that the Fiscal
Court of said county will meet at
their urinal and customary place of
meeting, in the city of Flopkinsville,
ciounty of Christian and state of
Kentucky, on Tuesday the 18th day
of October, 1904. for the purpose of
issuing new county refunding bonds
CO be sold for the purpose of obtain
ing money with which to pay off all
outstanding bonds against said
of issue July 1st, 1897, amounting S. Jackson were in
to PLOW. and which said boads were
issued to refund a then existing rail- day•
rood bonded debt of about $100,000 —Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bollinger
and which said original Wads were have moved to the Garnett place on
of date July let, 1887. The terms
and conditions of said new bonds
will be fixed and determined by said
Fiscal Court at said rime aid place.
DOGS by order rg the Christian
County Fiscal Couft, made this day.
This Sept. 2nd, 1904.
The Republicans are becoming
desperate. Here is a copy of letter
No.4. Persons can read between
the lines and tell what a failure to
contribute means:
"Dear Sir—We greatly regret that
you have failed to respond to our let-
ter asking for a contribution to help
pay the legitimate expenses of this
campaign. You are aware that we
must send speakers throughout the
state, distribute literature and main-
tain our organisation. It others had
mien as indifferent as you have the
campaign would have collapsed long
ago. If you are a friend of the ad-
ministration we believe that you
will gladly assist in this work now
that you know how much depends
on your prompt action. If not a
friary', we can, of course, expect no
aid from you. But whether you will
or will not assist us we trust you
will do us the courtesy to reply to
this communication. Are you
against us in the fight? If for us,
send us in receipt of this letter a
contribution as large as heretofore
requested. Let us hear from you by
return triad."
Pembroke Notes.
BOND SALE.
On Saturday, Oct. 29, 1904, at i
o'clock p. in. in the County Court
room, Hopkinsville, Ky.. Chrietian
county, Kentucky, will sell at public
auction to the highest and best bid-
der, $70,000 in bonds of ;1,000 denorn-
ination,to be dated Nov.lst,1904, run-
ning thirty years, with the right re-
served to the county to redeem same
after five years from date of said
boads and bearing interest at 4 per
ointum. Interest payable semi-an-
nually, in May. paid November, at
First National Bank, Hopkinsvlile,
Ky. Prinelpal,and Interest payable
ia the lawful money of the Uuited
Stat,wf Americo.' No bid will be
reeetted unless laticompanied bp a
eert4led uheok MOM per mit of the
inunOkof the beads peopeeed to be
purobesed Said county reserves
to. right to repot any and all bids.
08C0Clial. A
Pembroke, Oct. 21.—A successful
revival meeting is in progress at the
Baptist church.
--Poettnaster C. E. Mann and L.
Elkton Wednes-
Jackson street.
—Walter Powell and wife, of Hop
kinsville, spent Sunday with re!st-
tivee here.
--Walter McRae, of Nashville, is
spending & few days with relatives
here.
—John H. Pendleton is attending
the Masonic grand lodge in Louis-
ville.
—John B. Chilton and wife, Frank
and Lewis Chilton and Will Payne
spent Sunday here.
—Mrs. J. H. Ferguson, of Hender-
son, was the guest of relatives here
this week.
—R C. Gary and family will move
soon to their former home near
Church Hill.
—Mr. and Mrs. George Armistead,
of Dallas, Texas, arrived in the city
this week for a visit to relatives and
•
old friends.
7-Mrs. Frank McGavock, Frank
Its, Tenn., visited relatives here this
week.
—Mrs. M. E. Cannon left Wednes-
day for a visit tolehtilWINV
—L. 
W. . 
P. Miller and 'Wears In Lo
T Wrwawsoze,
IX N. Awnweaox, iovilla.
710
Alto
The Bottom Dropped Ou
Horses Shod
All Around for
By the best slver in the county. Tell your livery
men to send your horses to our shop.
SALT SALT
Several cars purest salt on hand.
BUGGIES111„ We guarantee to sell you a buggy cheaper than
3: the men who will sell you one atIcost. A large
stock on hand the year around. Always uptodate.
Majestic Ranges and
Heating Stoves
The Majestic Range needs no commendation.
hundred in use in this county. They are the best
nee made. It is now the season for HEATING STOVE
11' prepared ourselves with a large, well selected sto
Iyou up before cold weather.
There are five
that can be
S. We have
ck. Let us fit
IForks Manufg. Co.
LPAMW?„'MARMAPP MMPWAIWkRAMMAM
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
• When Other Cigars Can't Please
TRY A
FOR SALE
Six houses and lots and three
vacant lots on West Seventh St.
known as the
Mercer. Property
is very desirable residuum
Pro, 1111,4 111 being sold for
thw rot innhe apply to
/Planters Bann.
(Di Trust Company
4.04 WS.
 Aevsiormetv,'",
THE DEPENDABLE STOR
THE life and durability of Franliel's goods means permanent satisfaction tothe buyer. Our swerving fidelity to quality has gained well-deserved rec-
ognition. If you get an article at Fran Kels its right—we guarantee it. Ours
liberal methods and generous treatment of customers matte Franftera a magi)
place to trade. A most economical place, too, as the following offerings attest.
NEWEST
& BEST
••••••
MENU MI
i77T .4
BUSY ST • restsrAg•Itif
Next Week's Offerings Will Re
TenDollarSuits
For Men and Young Men
The swellest you ever saw; in all the
newest effects. Solid brown and brown
plaid and overchecks in regular sod double
brtaided sacks. Hand tailored; guaran-
teed to bold shape.
7.50 Suits Z.50
No suits in Hopkiusville to compare
with these. Ousranteed all wool and
sewed with silk. Hair cloth hoed and
hand padded shoulders.
$3 and
$3.50 6rictimitraio
Thiee and Three
Fifty for BOY'S
Knee Pants Suits.
Mi wool and guar-
anteed to wear.
1
ti
11
Dollarst$10
Raincoat for Men &Youn g Men
These goods are guaranteed te be
"shower picot," made by tailors to I he
trade and can not be equalled ih Hopkins-
ville except at $19 60, $16.€0, $18.00 and M.
See our line before you buy. We will save
yod money.
$3 Dollars, $3
Mens & Young Mens Soft Hats
All the new colors and Shapes, with
plain and fancy bands. Celebrated "Lib-
erty Special."
39c a Garment
Men's heavy ribbed and fleeced back
Cliderwear, shirts and drawers. None
better in thin city at 60c
 25c School Caps 25c
98c Jal4sm7F9AONLT 98c A big line of boys and girls School caps.fancy and solid colors; others at 5^c.
DRESS GOODS and SILKS and VEILS.
•
Silks! 50c Yard. Silks!
15 pieces, about 1000 yards, Fine Fancy Sint., worth 75c and 90c, for waists and
suits, will be placed on sale Monday and as long as they last at 50c per yd
39c 39c 39c
Ten pieces all wool Zibelines and Novelty Suiting... regular 50c quality, 38 and
40 inches wide, at Thirty-Nine Cents.
59c Crepe de Chine SilK , 59c
10 pieces all silK Crepe de Chine 24 inches wide, worth 85c yard; colors, white,
cream, red, brown, navy, green, pink and light blue, at 59c yard
4%4
Have you
seen those
SWELL
CLOAKS
and FURS
If you
,have not,
don't wait
until the
best are
sold.
Fine Kid
Gloves
At $1 and $1.50
Every Pair Guaranteed
$3.75
- *0 11,.le
For Leather Suit Case, worth
$5.00 anywhere.
The Cleanest Line of Ladies,
Men's and Children's
SHOES
IN HOPRINSVILLE.
R. and G.
and W. B.
Corsets
RANKEL'S BUSY STORE
•
milb 
•
•
DEADLY DISEASE t BAKERMETCALFE,
ATTACKS THE CATTLE IN INTERESTINC ANNOUNCE-
SOUTH CHRISTIAN. MENT IS PUBLISHED.
Shia Leg In Church Hill
Vloinity---Vaccination Is
Resorted To.
* (From Wednesday's "ally.)
A deadly disease has appeared
among the cattle in South Christian
and the farmers of that section are
much disturbed over it. The disease
has been pronounced black leg and
when an animal is attasked death
invariably results within a few
hours. So far, it has only been re-
veined on thti farm of Mr. E. D.
Jones, but already he has lost nine
howl of fine cattle. The state veto-
(nary surgeon has advised that the
cattle be vaccinated in order to pre-
vent a spread of the disease. The
vaccination is generally done on the
leg of the animal and has the effect
of vaccination for small pox among
people. Dr. R. L. Bradley. the local
veterinary surgeon, is engaged in the
work ce vaccinating the cattle of
that section today and the work will
. be kept up until they are ell render-
ed Immune to the diastase.
NEW MODERATOR
" (Special to New Era.)
°PADUCAH, Ky., Oct. 26.—At the
meeting of the Kentucky Synod of
the Cumberland Presbyterian church
tOday, the Rev. Eugene B. Kuntz, of
' Bowling Green, was elected moder-
ator. The retiring moderator is tho
Rev. Dr. J. L. Wyatt, of Hopkins-
vale.
• 
Motions Overruled.
From Wednesday's Daily
A motion was made yesterday in
the case of Birch Jackson's adminis-
trator against the Empire Coal Jr
Mining Company for a new trial, but
the court overruled-it.
A similar motion WAS made by the
defendant in the suit bretight against
the same company by Mitchell. This
motion also was overruled.
-
S,a4:ore and watering places are
floe;
But then of this he sure,
"Teething" '11 tie the baby right,
It needs no other aid to cure.
"'Feethiria" (teething powders)
Overcomes sod eimuteracts the ef-
fects of the summer's heat, aids di-
gestion, regulates the bowels and
makes teething easy.
"The English" Opened.
Henderson'e new theater, "The
Enzlish," wee opened Monday night
by the Liberty Belles. Nearly all
the seats were take,. at $10 each,
having been sold at that price to se-
stet in paying for the erection of the
house.
To Remove
FRECKLES AND PIMPLES
IN 10 DAYS, usk:
..SATINOLA..
TM COMPLEXION se.onmeR.
SATINOLA is • now discovery, guaran-teed, and money will be refunded if ii
falls to remove the worse case of
VreeJties,Platplee, Tan, Giver Spots, Sallow-
nesa,Blackbiads or any stip eruption in M
daY11—iSavestbe am clear, son. riealtay
and restores the beauty of vette., Thetis-
suds testify to tee merits of saloon'. Peke
se,,,sact woe be leading druggists Sr mall.
Prepared onts by
NATIOriAl. TOILET CO,.
PARIS, : : : : TEN N.
Bold In Hopkinsville by all ,
leading druggist..
A Surprise to their Friends—
Some Notes About Other
Marriages.
(From Wednesdays Daily)
Mr. John J. Metcalfe and Miss Ida
Y. Baker were joined in the holy
bonds of wedlock this morning at
Paducah. This announcement will
read with pleasure and surprise by
the many friends of the contracting
parties in tills city. The ceremony,
which was impressively performed,
took place in the parlor of the Palm-
er House, and was witnessed by only
a few friends. Mr. Metcalfe left
Hopkiusville over the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad early this morning and
was joined at Princeton Iv Miss Ba-
ker, who accompanied him to Padu-
cah. All arrangements for the mar-
riage had been completed in advance
and the nuptial knot was tied short-
ly after the arrival of the happy
couple.
The bride is a daughter of the late
Mr. Robert Baker, a prominent citi-
zen of Caldwell county. She is one
of the loveliest and most attractivi
young ladies of Princeton. The fort-
unate groom is a progressive and
successful young business man of
Hopkinsville and a gentleman of
wide popularity. Mr. and Mrs. Met-
calfe left shortly after the ceremony
for St. Louis, where they will visit
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
After a visit to other points of inter-
est they will return to this city to
live and will go to housekeeping in
Mr. Metcalfe's handsome suburban
residence, where they will be at home
to their friends after November 10.
Brown-Brown.
Miss Lillian R. Brown, daughter
of Judge M. D. Brown, of Madison-
ville, formerly of Oh: city, W113 mar-
ried this morning to Mr. Jesse B.
Brown. The wedding occurred at the
home of the bride's parents. The
bride is a young woman possessed of
numerous accomplishments and is
very popular. Mr. Brown is a well
known young farmer and stock deal-
er o: Montgomery county, Tenn.,and
lives in Clirksville. They will re-
side on a farm a few miles from
Clarksv.11e.
Brasher-Parish.
Miss Kate Brasher. daughter of
Cour.ty Clerk John B. Brasher, of
Madisonville, was married to Mr.
Ira Parish
e
a promising P3ung man
of that city, yesterday morning at
the residence of the bride's parents,
the Rev. S. F. Fowler, of the Chris-
tian church officiating.
The bride is the only 'daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Brasher, and is a
society favorite. She has many
friends here where she has often vie.
ited.
Mr. Parish is a prominent young
mao in Madisonville society, and is
holding a position wit:. the Malison-
ville Ice and Storage company. as
bookkeeper and collector. He is also
quartermaster, with rank as second
lieutenant of the Third Kentucky
regiment. K. N. G.
Immediately after the marriage
they left for a trip to St. Louls,where
they will be for a few days. They
will be at home to friends in Madi-
sonville after November 1. •
Sebree-Yeaman.
The wedding of Mies Myra Lewis
Sebree, daughter of Col. F. 0.
bree, formerly of this city, and Mr.
James Moore Yemen will be Dol-
e
mnized at the First Presbyterian
church in Henderson on Wednesday
evening, November 2, 1904, at nine
o'clock by Revs. M. V. P. Yeaman
and Thomas Cummins, D. D. The
maid of honor will be Miss Margaret
Sabre., sister of the bride. The beat
man will be Mr. L. P. Sawyer, of
Cleveland, 0. Misses Juanita Klein
and Mary Bell Taylor, of Frankfort,
Ky.; Joy Banks, of Trenton, Ky.;
Elia Nosworthy, Virginia Lockett
and- Katherine Hodge will act as
bridesmaids, and Messrs. David
Fentress, of St. Louis; Morris Cot-
ton, of Louisville; S. A. Banks. E.
0. Sebree, Jr., Arthur Katterjohn
nod Harry Lytle will be groomsmen.
